
Geography Lesson Plan

Cycle 4:  New WorldCycle 4:  New WorldCycle 4:  New WorldCycle 4:  New World

textbooktextbooktextbooktextbook supplemental materialssupplemental materialssupplemental materialssupplemental materials

Week 1Week 1Week 1Week 1 Early Cartography (Part 1) p. 6-9, 178-179 Maps of the Ancient Sea Kings
Week 2Week 2Week 2Week 2 Early Cartography (Part 2) p. 6-9, 178-179 Maps of the Ancient Sea Kings
Week 3Week 3Week 3Week 3 Oceania: Australia Physical p. 152-153 Read some Captain Cook

Week 4Week 4Week 4Week 4 Oceania: Australia Cities & Provinces p. 160-161, 158 Animals of Australia

Week 5Week 5Week 5Week 5 Oceania: New Zealand, Pacific Islands p. 152-153 Captain Cook

Week 5Week 5Week 5Week 5 Oceania: Pacific Islands Captain Cook

textbooktextbooktextbooktextbook supplemental materialssupplemental materialssupplemental materialssupplemental materials

Week 13Week 13Week 13Week 13 The Caribbean Diario of Christopher Columbus

Week 14Week 14Week 14Week 14 South America Physical pp. 38-43, 44-45, 50-53 Captain Cook?

Week 15Week 15Week 15Week 15 South America Major Cities Into the Amazon (?)

Week 16Week 16Week 16Week 16 South America Political pp. 38-43, 44-45, 54

Week 17Week 17Week 17Week 17 Antarctica pp. 170-177 Captain Cook

Week 18Week 18Week 18Week 18 Arctic Captain Cook

textbooktextbooktextbooktextbook supplemental materialssupplemental materialssupplemental materialssupplemental materials

Week 25Week 25Week 25Week 25 North America Physical—Waters pp. 24, 20-21

Week 26Week 26Week 26Week 26 North America Physical—Lands pp. 24-25, 20-21

Week 27Week 27Week 27Week 27 North America Major Cities & Political pp. 26, 30, 36, 20-21

Week 28Week 28Week 28Week 28 United States Historical pp. 22-23, 33-35

Week 29Week 29Week 29Week 29 United States: States pp. 25, 30-35

Week 30Week 30Week 30Week 30 Texas

Theme to return cover, repeatedly, every year:  Why are political lines, cities, languages divisions where they are on maps?  Dangers of using maps to artificially divide up the earth.







Geography 

Early Cartography 
    

Cycle Cycle Cycle Cycle 4444, , , , Week 1Week 1Week 1Week 1    
 
 

Key VerseKey VerseKey VerseKey Verse::::   
The earth is the Lord’s, and all that therein is; the world and they that dwell therein.  

Psalm 24:1 
 
 
Getting ReadyGetting ReadyGetting ReadyGetting Ready    
    

1. Bring: 
 

• Exploring the World Through Cartography (pages 10–11) 
• Guyot Geography 
• Maps of the Ancient Sea Kings, by Hapgood 
• Longitude, by Dava Sobel 
• The Puzzle of Ancient Man, by Donald Chittick 
• Frozen in Time, by Michael Oard 

• Globe 
 

2. Printed pages for display (mostly for next week!): 
 
1. Piri Re’is Map 
2. Beatus Medieval Map 
3. Andreas Walsperger Map 
4. Dulcert Portolano 
5. Tracing of the Dulcert 

Portolano 
6. Idrisi Map 
7. Map of Ptolemy 

8. World Map of Eratosthenes 
9. Pomponius Mela World Map 
10. Oronteus Finaeus Map 
11. Dutch Royal Palace 
12. Dutch Eastern Hemisphere 
13. Dutch Western Hemisphere 
14. Delisle World Map 

 
3. Handouts for notebooks:   

 

• Piri Re’is Map 

• Book excerpt: Maps of Ancient Sea Kings (only one copy per family) 
 
 
To StartTo StartTo StartTo Start    
 

1. Explain Key Verse. 
 
2. GEOG'RAPHY, noun [Gr. the earth, and to write, to describe.]  Properly, a 

description of the earth or terrestrial globe, particularly of the divisions of its 



Geography 

surface, natural and artificial, and of the position of the several countries, 
kingdoms, states, cities, etc.  As a science, geography includes the doctrine or 
knowledge of the astronomical circles or divisions of the sphere, by which the 
relative position of places on the globe may be ascertained, and usually treatises 
of geography contain some account of the inhabitants of the earth, of their 
government, manners, etc., and an account of the principal animals, plants and 
minerals.  (Noah Webster’s 1828) 

 
3. CARTOGRAPHY is the science or art of making maps.  (M-W.com)  

Cartographers are mapmakers. 
 
 
The Central Problem of MapmakingThe Central Problem of MapmakingThe Central Problem of MapmakingThe Central Problem of Mapmaking 
 
1. Show them the globe; show them the parts of the earth we’ll be studying this year 

(Americas, Oceania, and the poles). 
 

2. We’re going to begin the year by learning just a little bit about the history of 
Cartography. 
 

3. But before we start looking at the history of Cartography, you need to have a little 
understanding of how difficult it is to make good maps. 

 
4. What makes a map good? 

 
a. Accuracy. 

 
5. Maps can be super simple or very, very detailed.  Maybe you’ve made a map of your 

house, or your yard, or your street?  Or showing your house over here, and your 
church over there?  The simplest maps can give directions that are very helpful! 
 
But simple maps can also leave people confused, or lead people the wrong way, 
because the mapmaker didn’t include enough detail, or accurate detail.  (Example 
could be a simple map on the white board, with Wisdom’s Way and student’s 
house―but if someone tried to follow it, he would never find WW!) 
 
The bigger the area you try to draw on a map, the harder this problem is to solve. 
 

6. What about measuring distances?  There are trees, and hills, and oceans, and all 
sorts of things in the way!  People put a lot of work into accurately calculating 
distances, in the past! 
 

7. And there’s an added problem.  (Draw on white board to demonstrate …)   
 

• Take these three cities:  Memphis, TN, Fort Smith, AR, and St. Louis, MO. 



Geography 

• Fort Smith is pretty much directly West of Memphis, and St. Louis is pretty 
much directly North of Memphis.  So the three cities ought to make a right 
triangle.  If we have the distances of two legs of the triangle, we can use 
basic Geometry (the Pythagorean Theorem) to discover the third leg of the 
triangle. 

• Memphis, Tennessee to Fort Smith, Arkansas― 249 miles. 

• Memphis, Tennessee to St. Louis, Missouri― 243 miles. 

• Using the Pythagorean Theorem, the distance from Fort Smith to St. Louis 
ought to be 348 miles. 

• But it’s actually 320 miles!   

• Why?  Because the earth isn’t a flat surface!!!! 

• So how can you draw an accurate map, on a flat piece of paper, of 
something that is a round ball?!?! 

• The central problem of mapmaking has always been: How do you put a 
spherical shape accurately on a flat surface? 

• (Show Exploring the World Through Cartography, pages 10–11, read first 
paragraph.) 

• The problem is seriously that big!!!!!! 
 

 
    
Early Early Early Early MapsMapsMapsMaps    
    
1. The history of cartography―how mapmaking has gotten better and better over 

time―is so fascinating that I want to read to you about it this week and next week, 
and we’ll look at lots of cool old maps!   
 

a. Briefly show them all of the cool maps you’ve brought, but just for a sec; 
we’ll look at them in more detail next week! 

 
2. In this story, you’ll get to see a lot of examples of old maps, so you can learn about 

the history of cartography by seeing these examples of old maps for yourself, but you 
will also get to hear through this story a lot about how maps were made at different 
times in history.  So, you get to hear a true story, which will teach you lots about 
mapmaking and the history of mapmaking. 
 

3. One thing you will notice is that most of these maps are beautiful.  This is partly 
because God’s world is beautiful, and maps are a chart representing God’s world; 
and partly because cartographers love to make their work beautiful themselves, as 
men created in the image of God.  He designed us so that, copying Him, we can 
make beautiful things! 

 
4. The book we’re going to read a little from these next couple of weeks is the story of 

an old map, that is actually much older than it appears!  The Bible tells us that man 
was originally really smart, perfectly created in the image of God. 



Geography 

 
a. Recommended reading:  The Puzzle of Ancient Man, by Donald Chittick!!! 

 
5. Christians today, including one of my Christian professors in a summer study 

course(!!!!)―one of the men who loves the Lord and his Word, and is passionate 
about our wonderful Lord―have continued the long line of godly men who have 
devoted their lives to studying God’s creation. 
 

a. The glory of God is to conceal a thing secret: but the King’s honor is to 
search out a thing.  (Pr. 25:2) 
 

b. These men―Kurt Wise, Russell Humphreys, Steven Austin, John 
Baumgardner, Andrew Snelling, and Larry Vardiman―looked at the 
matter of the Plate Tectonics Theory of the earth’s crust.  “In 1859 
Antonio Snider proposed that rapid, horizontal divergence of crustal 
plates occurred during Noah’s Flood.”  Darwinists took that model and 
co-opted it into their story about the continents drifting slowly over 
millions of year, but their theory leaves many problems unexplained.   

 
c. These Christians, highly skilled scientists in their own fields, studied the 

matter carefully and came up with the Catastrophic Plate Tectonics 
Model (which we study in Cycle 2!), which explains how the Flood may 
have happened through the ocean floor being literally broken up, as the 
Bible says, “The fountains of the great deep were broken up.” 
 

d. Michael Oard, another God-fearing scientist, exploring God’s creation in 
the field of weather, considered what would have happened to the earth 
after the Flood, if this theory were, indeed, the very way the Flood took 
place. 

 
 

e. He concluded that if the Catastrophic Plate Tectonics Model were correct, 
then for perhaps about 500 years after the Flood, the world would be 
plunged into an Ice Age. 
 

f. Recommended reading:  Frozen in Time, by Michael Oard!!!!!!  
 

6. Here’s the reason why I’m telling you all of this:  In Michael Oard’s Ice Age model 
(and by the way, his computer models are the most accurate models of any 
climatologist in the world!!), the Ice Age would have had some key differences from 
the ice age models proposed by atheistic scientists.  (And there would have only 
been one Ice Age, not many ice ages like the Darwinists believe.) 
 

a. In his model, the middles of continents would have been the first thing to 
get glaciated, and the coastlines would have stayed free from ice for 
hundreds of years after the Flood. 



Geography 

 
b. And I’m telling you all of that because… 

 
7. Chapter 1 of the Maps of the Ancient Sea Kings, Reading #1. 

 
a. Pass out the Piri Re’is Maps to the children.  (They can look at their map 

while you read; you may point out the coasts of Africa, Europe, and South 
America to them.) 
 

b. Notes:  Columbus discovered America in 1492. 
 

c. Longitude―Recommended reading:  Longitude: The True Story of a Lone 
Genius Who Solved the Greatest Scientific Problem of His Time, by Dava 
Sobel. 
 

8. Continue with chapter 1 of the Maps of the Ancient Sea Kings, Reading #2. 
 

a. Source maps:  Sea captains each need very detailed maps, the best maps 
they can get ahold of.  So there was an entire industry of cartographers, 
who copied maps.   
 

b. Just like with books, they would copy the work of previous cartographers.  
And often, a cartographer would have his best map, and then when a sea 
captain would come back with new discoveries, he would add the new 
information to his maps. 

 
c. So maps in those days would often be pieced together from other maps.  

Ex: Maybe you had a great map of the Mediterranean, but you didn’t 
have a lot of detailed information about Northern Europe.  And then a 
sea captain visiting from the Netherlands showed you the great map he 
had of Northern Europe.  So you would copy the details from his Northern 
Europe map to replace the sketchy Northern Europe you have on your 
best map. 

 
9. Continue with chapter 1 of the Maps of the Ancient Sea Kings, Reading #3. 

 
a. According to Darwinists, Antarctica was completely covered with ice 20 

million years ago, and people didn’t “evolve” until less than 1 million 
years ago. 
 

b. Plus, according to Darwinists, people started out as monkeys, and have 
gotten smarter and smarter―people were dumber in the past.  So no 
men could have done better earth exploration in the past than we’ve 
done today! 

 



Geography 

c. But the Bible tells us that God created the first man perfectly, so we have 
only gotten sicker and dumber since the Fall, because of the effects of sin.  
(“For we know that every creature groaneth with us also, and travaileth in 
pain together unto this present.”  Romans 8:22) 

 
d. And the work of scientists who fear God and reject all “science” teaching 

that contradicts the Bible, but rather submit their scientific work under 
the authority of the Bible, has discovered that the coast of Antarctica was 
probably free from ice after the Flood! 

 
e. (You know, when all of the men living were descended from a ship builder 

of such excellent proficience that he built the only ship sturdy enough to 
keep himself and his family safe in the Great Flood―and every animal 
kind, too!!!!) 

 
10. What happened next is that Hapgood, the author of this book, and his students at 

college thoroughly researched this map to find out if it really was a map from 1513, 
and if it really did show information that no one on earth knew in 1513.  Could it be 
that ancient men had better explored the earth than men at the dawn of the Age of 
Exploration and the Reformation???? 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Andreas Walsperger Map (1448) 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The S. Osma Beatus Medieval World Map 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The World Map of Delisle (1720) 

(Notice that everything that has not been newly discovered and verified in their age has been erased―and see how much had been explored, in under 250 years, by men with biblical worldviews, with God helping them!) 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Dulcert Portolano (1339) 



Dutch Royal Palace, maps of world on the floor (in marble), completed 1655.Dutch Royal Palace, maps of world on the floor (in marble), completed 1655.Dutch Royal Palace, maps of world on the floor (in marble), completed 1655.Dutch Royal Palace, maps of world on the floor (in marble), completed 1655.Dutch Royal Palace, maps of world on the floor (in marble), completed 1655.Dutch Royal Palace, maps of world on the floor (in marble), completed 1655.Dutch Royal Palace, maps of world on the floor (in marble), completed 1655.Dutch Royal Palace, maps of world on the floor (in marble), completed 1655.Dutch Royal Palace, maps of world on the floor (in marble), completed 1655.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Dutch Royal Palace, maps of world on the floor (in marble), completed 1655.Dutch Royal Palace, maps of world on the floor (in marble), completed 1655.Dutch Royal Palace, maps of world on the floor (in marble), completed 1655.Dutch Royal Palace, maps of world on the floor (in marble), completed 1655.Dutch Royal Palace, maps of world on the floor (in marble), completed 1655.Dutch Royal Palace, maps of world on the floor (in marble), completed 1655.Dutch Royal Palace, maps of world on the floor (in marble), completed 1655.Dutch Royal Palace, maps of world on the floor (in marble), completed 1655.Dutch Royal Palace, maps of world on the floor (in marble), completed 1655.Dutch Royal Palace, maps of world on the floor (in marble), completed 1655.  



 



 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The World Map of Eratosthenes 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The World Map of IdrisiThe World Map of IdrisiThe World Map of IdrisiThe World Map of IdrisiThe World Map of IdrisiThe World Map of IdrisiThe World Map of Idrisi 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Oronteus Finaeus Map (1531) 
 



 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The World Map of Ptolemy 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Tracing of the Dulcert Portolano 



































































 
 

 
 
Getting ReadyGetting ReadyGetting ReadyGetting Ready
    

 

 
 
To StartTo StartTo StartTo Start
 

The earth

Getting ReadyGetting ReadyGetting ReadyGetting Ready

1.

2.

3.

To StartTo StartTo StartTo Start

1.
 
2.

The earth

Getting ReadyGetting ReadyGetting ReadyGetting Ready

1. Bring:
 

•

•

•

 
2. Printed pages for display:

 
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.
 

3. Handouts for notebooks:

•

•

•

To StartTo StartTo StartTo Start    

1. Key Verse.

2. GEOG'RAPHY, noun [Gr. the 
description of the earth or terrestrial globe, particularly of the divisions of its 
surface, natural and artificial, and of the position of the several countries, 

The earth

Getting ReadyGetting ReadyGetting ReadyGetting Ready

Bring:
 

• 

• 

• 
 
Printed pages for display:
 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 

6. 
7. 
 
Handouts for notebooks:

• 

• 

• 

    

Key Verse.

GEOG'RAPHY, noun [Gr. the 
description of the earth or terrestrial globe, particularly of the divisions of its 
surface, natural and artificial, and of the position of the several countries, 

The earth is

Getting ReadyGetting ReadyGetting ReadyGetting Ready

Bring: 

 Guyot

 Maps of the Ancient Sea Kings
 Globe

Printed pages for display:

 Piri Re’is Map
 Beatus Medieval Map
 Andreas Walsperger Map
 Dulcert Portolano
 Tracing of the Dulcert 
Portolano

 Idrisi
 Map of Ptolemy

Handouts for notebooks:

 Piri Re’is Map

 Delisle

 Book
pages with map pictures aren’t in the excerpt, because I got pretty color 
copies of those maps, which are in the “printed pages for display”

Key Verse.

GEOG'RAPHY, noun [Gr. the 
description of the earth or terrestrial globe, particularly of the divisions of its 
surface, natural and artificial, and of the position of the several countries, 

is the Lord’s, and all that therein is; the world and they that dwell therein.  

Getting ReadyGetting ReadyGetting ReadyGetting Ready    

 

Guyot

Maps of the Ancient Sea Kings
Globe

Printed pages for display:

Piri Re’is Map
Beatus Medieval Map
Andreas Walsperger Map
Dulcert Portolano
Tracing of the Dulcert 
Portolano
Idrisi Map
Map of Ptolemy

Handouts for notebooks:

Piri Re’is Map

Delisle

Book excerpt
pages with map pictures aren’t in the excerpt, because I got pretty color 
copies of those maps, which are in the “printed pages for display”

Key Verse.

GEOG'RAPHY, noun [Gr. the 
description of the earth or terrestrial globe, particularly of the divisions of its 
surface, natural and artificial, and of the position of the several countries, 

the Lord’s, and all that therein is; the world and they that dwell therein.  

Guyot Geography
Maps of the Ancient Sea Kings
Globe 

Printed pages for display:

Piri Re’is Map
Beatus Medieval Map
Andreas Walsperger Map
Dulcert Portolano
Tracing of the Dulcert 
Portolano

Map
Map of Ptolemy

Handouts for notebooks:

Piri Re’is Map

Delisle Map

excerpt
pages with map pictures aren’t in the excerpt, because I got pretty color 
copies of those maps, which are in the “printed pages for display”

Key Verse. 

GEOG'RAPHY, noun [Gr. the 
description of the earth or terrestrial globe, particularly of the divisions of its 
surface, natural and artificial, and of the position of the several countries, 

the Lord’s, and all that therein is; the world and they that dwell therein.  

Geography
Maps of the Ancient Sea Kings

Printed pages for display:

Piri Re’is Map
Beatus Medieval Map
Andreas Walsperger Map
Dulcert Portolano
Tracing of the Dulcert 
Portolano 

Map 
Map of Ptolemy

Handouts for notebooks:

Piri Re’is Map

Map

excerpt
pages with map pictures aren’t in the excerpt, because I got pretty color 
copies of those maps, which are in the “printed pages for display”

GEOG'RAPHY, noun [Gr. the 
description of the earth or terrestrial globe, particularly of the divisions of its 
surface, natural and artificial, and of the position of the several countries, 

the Lord’s, and all that therein is; the world and they that dwell therein.  

Geography
Maps of the Ancient Sea Kings

Printed pages for display:

Piri Re’is Map 
Beatus Medieval Map
Andreas Walsperger Map
Dulcert Portolano
Tracing of the Dulcert 

Map of Ptolemy

Handouts for notebooks:

Piri Re’is Map 

Map 

excerpt: Maps of Ancient Sea Kings (only one copy per family
pages with map pictures aren’t in the excerpt, because I got pretty color 
copies of those maps, which are in the “printed pages for display”

GEOG'RAPHY, noun [Gr. the 
description of the earth or terrestrial globe, particularly of the divisions of its 
surface, natural and artificial, and of the position of the several countries, 

Early Cartography

the Lord’s, and all that therein is; the world and they that dwell therein.  

Geography
Maps of the Ancient Sea Kings

Printed pages for display:

 
Beatus Medieval Map
Andreas Walsperger Map
Dulcert Portolano
Tracing of the Dulcert 

Map of Ptolemy 

Handouts for notebooks:

 (they should have their copy from last week!)

Maps of Ancient Sea Kings (only one copy per family
pages with map pictures aren’t in the excerpt, because I got pretty color 
copies of those maps, which are in the “printed pages for display”

GEOG'RAPHY, noun [Gr. the 
description of the earth or terrestrial globe, particularly of the divisions of its 
surface, natural and artificial, and of the position of the several countries, 

Early Cartography

the Lord’s, and all that therein is; the world and they that dwell therein.  

Geography 
Maps of the Ancient Sea Kings

Printed pages for display:

Beatus Medieval Map
Andreas Walsperger Map
Dulcert Portolano 
Tracing of the Dulcert 

Handouts for notebooks:

(they should have their copy from last week!)

Maps of Ancient Sea Kings (only one copy per family
pages with map pictures aren’t in the excerpt, because I got pretty color 
copies of those maps, which are in the “printed pages for display”

GEOG'RAPHY, noun [Gr. the 
description of the earth or terrestrial globe, particularly of the divisions of its 
surface, natural and artificial, and of the position of the several countries, 

Geography

Early Cartography

the Lord’s, and all that therein is; the world and they that dwell therein.  

Maps of the Ancient Sea Kings

Printed pages for display: 

Beatus Medieval Map 
Andreas Walsperger Map

Tracing of the Dulcert 

Handouts for notebooks:   

(they should have their copy from last week!)

Maps of Ancient Sea Kings (only one copy per family
pages with map pictures aren’t in the excerpt, because I got pretty color 
copies of those maps, which are in the “printed pages for display”

GEOG'RAPHY, noun [Gr. the 
description of the earth or terrestrial globe, particularly of the divisions of its 
surface, natural and artificial, and of the position of the several countries, 

Geography

Early Cartography

Cycle Cycle Cycle Cycle 

the Lord’s, and all that therein is; the world and they that dwell therein.  

Maps of the Ancient Sea Kings

 
Andreas Walsperger Map 

 

(they should have their copy from last week!)

Maps of Ancient Sea Kings (only one copy per family
pages with map pictures aren’t in the excerpt, because I got pretty color 
copies of those maps, which are in the “printed pages for display”

GEOG'RAPHY, noun [Gr. the earth, and to write, to describe.]
description of the earth or terrestrial globe, particularly of the divisions of its 
surface, natural and artificial, and of the position of the several countries, 

Geography

Early Cartography

Cycle Cycle Cycle Cycle 

Key VerseKey VerseKey VerseKey Verse
the Lord’s, and all that therein is; the world and they that dwell therein.  

Psalm 24:1

Maps of the Ancient Sea Kings

 

(they should have their copy from last week!)

Maps of Ancient Sea Kings (only one copy per family
pages with map pictures aren’t in the excerpt, because I got pretty color 
copies of those maps, which are in the “printed pages for display”

earth, and to write, to describe.]
description of the earth or terrestrial globe, particularly of the divisions of its 
surface, natural and artificial, and of the position of the several countries, 

Geography

Early Cartography

Cycle Cycle Cycle Cycle 4444

Key VerseKey VerseKey VerseKey Verse
the Lord’s, and all that therein is; the world and they that dwell therein.  

Psalm 24:1

Maps of the Ancient Sea Kings 

(they should have their copy from last week!)

Maps of Ancient Sea Kings (only one copy per family
pages with map pictures aren’t in the excerpt, because I got pretty color 
copies of those maps, which are in the “printed pages for display”

earth, and to write, to describe.]
description of the earth or terrestrial globe, particularly of the divisions of its 
surface, natural and artificial, and of the position of the several countries, 

Geography

Early Cartography
    

4444, , , , WeekWeekWeekWeek

Key VerseKey VerseKey VerseKey Verse
the Lord’s, and all that therein is; the world and they that dwell therein.  

Psalm 24:1

(they should have their copy from last week!)

Maps of Ancient Sea Kings (only one copy per family
pages with map pictures aren’t in the excerpt, because I got pretty color 
copies of those maps, which are in the “printed pages for display”

earth, and to write, to describe.]
description of the earth or terrestrial globe, particularly of the divisions of its 
surface, natural and artificial, and of the position of the several countries, 

Geography

Early Cartography

WeekWeekWeekWeek

Key VerseKey VerseKey VerseKey Verse
the Lord’s, and all that therein is; the world and they that dwell therein.  

Psalm 24:1

(they should have their copy from last week!)

Maps of Ancient Sea Kings (only one copy per family
pages with map pictures aren’t in the excerpt, because I got pretty color 
copies of those maps, which are in the “printed pages for display”

earth, and to write, to describe.]
description of the earth or terrestrial globe, particularly of the divisions of its 
surface, natural and artificial, and of the position of the several countries, 

Geography

Early Cartography

WeekWeekWeekWeek    2222

Key VerseKey VerseKey VerseKey Verse::::   
the Lord’s, and all that therein is; the world and they that dwell therein.  

Psalm 24:1 

(they should have their copy from last week!)

Maps of Ancient Sea Kings (only one copy per family
pages with map pictures aren’t in the excerpt, because I got pretty color 
copies of those maps, which are in the “printed pages for display”

earth, and to write, to describe.]
description of the earth or terrestrial globe, particularly of the divisions of its 
surface, natural and artificial, and of the position of the several countries, 

Geography

Early Cartography

2222    

 
the Lord’s, and all that therein is; the world and they that dwell therein.  

(they should have their copy from last week!)

Maps of Ancient Sea Kings (only one copy per family
pages with map pictures aren’t in the excerpt, because I got pretty color 
copies of those maps, which are in the “printed pages for display”

earth, and to write, to describe.]
description of the earth or terrestrial globe, particularly of the divisions of its 
surface, natural and artificial, and of the position of the several countries, 

Geography 

Early Cartography

the Lord’s, and all that therein is; the world and they that dwell therein.  

8. 
9. 
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

(they should have their copy from last week!)

Maps of Ancient Sea Kings (only one copy per family
pages with map pictures aren’t in the excerpt, because I got pretty color 
copies of those maps, which are in the “printed pages for display”

earth, and to write, to describe.]
description of the earth or terrestrial globe, particularly of the divisions of its 
surface, natural and artificial, and of the position of the several countries, 

Early Cartography

the Lord’s, and all that therein is; the world and they that dwell therein.  

 World Map of Eratosthenes
 Pomponi

10. Oronteus Finaeus Map
11. Dutch Royal Palace
12. Dutch Eastern Hemisphere
13. Dutch Western Hemisphere
14. Delisle World Map

(they should have their copy from last week!)

Maps of Ancient Sea Kings (only one copy per family
pages with map pictures aren’t in the excerpt, because I got pretty color 
copies of those maps, which are in the “printed pages for display”

earth, and to write, to describe.]
description of the earth or terrestrial globe, particularly of the divisions of its 
surface, natural and artificial, and of the position of the several countries, 

Early Cartography 

the Lord’s, and all that therein is; the world and they that dwell therein.  

World Map of Eratosthenes
Pomponi
Oronteus Finaeus Map
Dutch Royal Palace
Dutch Eastern Hemisphere
Dutch Western Hemisphere
Delisle World Map

(they should have their copy from last week!)

Maps of Ancient Sea Kings (only one copy per family
pages with map pictures aren’t in the excerpt, because I got pretty color 
copies of those maps, which are in the “printed pages for display”

earth, and to write, to describe.]
description of the earth or terrestrial globe, particularly of the divisions of its 
surface, natural and artificial, and of the position of the several countries, 

 

the Lord’s, and all that therein is; the world and they that dwell therein.  

World Map of Eratosthenes
Pomponi
Oronteus Finaeus Map
Dutch Royal Palace
Dutch Eastern Hemisphere
Dutch Western Hemisphere
Delisle World Map

(they should have their copy from last week!)

Maps of Ancient Sea Kings (only one copy per family
pages with map pictures aren’t in the excerpt, because I got pretty color 
copies of those maps, which are in the “printed pages for display”

earth, and to write, to describe.]
description of the earth or terrestrial globe, particularly of the divisions of its 
surface, natural and artificial, and of the position of the several countries, 

the Lord’s, and all that therein is; the world and they that dwell therein.  

World Map of Eratosthenes
Pomponius Mela World Map
Oronteus Finaeus Map
Dutch Royal Palace
Dutch Eastern Hemisphere
Dutch Western Hemisphere
Delisle World Map

(they should have their copy from last week!)

Maps of Ancient Sea Kings (only one copy per family
pages with map pictures aren’t in the excerpt, because I got pretty color 
copies of those maps, which are in the “printed pages for display”

earth, and to write, to describe.]  Properly, a 
description of the earth or terrestrial globe, particularly of the divisions of its 
surface, natural and artificial, and of the position of the several countries, 

the Lord’s, and all that therein is; the world and they that dwell therein.  

World Map of Eratosthenes
us Mela World Map

Oronteus Finaeus Map
Dutch Royal Palace
Dutch Eastern Hemisphere
Dutch Western Hemisphere
Delisle World Map

(they should have their copy from last week!) 

Maps of Ancient Sea Kings (only one copy per family
pages with map pictures aren’t in the excerpt, because I got pretty color 
copies of those maps, which are in the “printed pages for display”

Properly, a 
description of the earth or terrestrial globe, particularly of the divisions of its 
surface, natural and artificial, and of the position of the several countries, 

the Lord’s, and all that therein is; the world and they that dwell therein.  

World Map of Eratosthenes
us Mela World Map

Oronteus Finaeus Map
Dutch Royal Palace
Dutch Eastern Hemisphere
Dutch Western Hemisphere
Delisle World Map

Maps of Ancient Sea Kings (only one copy per family
pages with map pictures aren’t in the excerpt, because I got pretty color 
copies of those maps, which are in the “printed pages for display”

Properly, a 
description of the earth or terrestrial globe, particularly of the divisions of its 
surface, natural and artificial, and of the position of the several countries, 

the Lord’s, and all that therein is; the world and they that dwell therein.  

World Map of Eratosthenes
us Mela World Map

Oronteus Finaeus Map
Dutch Royal Palace
Dutch Eastern Hemisphere
Dutch Western Hemisphere
Delisle World Map 

Maps of Ancient Sea Kings (only one copy per family; note that 
pages with map pictures aren’t in the excerpt, because I got pretty color 
copies of those maps, which are in the “printed pages for display”) 

Properly, a 
description of the earth or terrestrial globe, particularly of the divisions of its 
surface, natural and artificial, and of the position of the several countries, 

the Lord’s, and all that therein is; the world and they that dwell therein.  

World Map of Eratosthenes
us Mela World Map

Oronteus Finaeus Map
Dutch Royal Palace 
Dutch Eastern Hemisphere
Dutch Western Hemisphere

 

; note that 
pages with map pictures aren’t in the excerpt, because I got pretty color 

 

Properly, a 
description of the earth or terrestrial globe, particularly of the divisions of its 
surface, natural and artificial, and of the position of the several countries, 

the Lord’s, and all that therein is; the world and they that dwell therein.  

World Map of Eratosthenes
us Mela World Map

Oronteus Finaeus Map 

Dutch Eastern Hemisphere
Dutch Western Hemisphere

; note that 
pages with map pictures aren’t in the excerpt, because I got pretty color 

description of the earth or terrestrial globe, particularly of the divisions of its 
surface, natural and artificial, and of the position of the several countries, 

the Lord’s, and all that therein is; the world and they that dwell therein.  

World Map of Eratosthenes 
us Mela World Map

Dutch Eastern Hemisphere 
Dutch Western Hemisphere 

; note that 

description of the earth or terrestrial globe, particularly of the divisions of its 

the Lord’s, and all that therein is; the world and they that dwell therein.  

 
us Mela World Map 

 
 

; note that 



Geography 

kingdoms, states, cities, etc.  As a science, geography includes the doctrine or 
knowledge of the astronomical circles or divisions of the sphere, by which the 
relative position of places on the globe may be ascertained, and usually treatises 
of geography contain some account of the inhabitants of the earth, of their 
government, manners, etc., and an account of the principal animals, plants and 
minerals.  (Noah Webster’s 1828) 

 
3. CARTOGRAPHY is the science or art of making maps.  (M-W.com)  

Cartographers are mapmakers. 
 
 
Reading #4Reading #4Reading #4Reading #4    
    
1. Continue reading The Maps of the Ancient Sea Kings, Reading #4 (pages 8–17). 

 
a. (As you read, whenever he mentions a map, pull it out and examine it with 

the children, then pass it around so they can look more as you keep reading.) 
b. Don’t be slow!  Explain things, yes, but keep moving because there’s a lot to 

cover.  
 

2. Figure 1:  The Osma Beatus Medieval World Map. 
 

3. Figure 2:  The Andreas Walsperger Map of 1448. 
 

4. Figure 3:  The Dulcert Portolano Map.  This is a map for a practical navigator. 
 
a. (Show “Tracing of…” map with it, to help students understand the Dulcert 

Portolan better.) 
 

5. Figures 5–8 are academic maps (far less accurate than the portolan). 
 

a. Figure 5:  The World Map of Idrisi. 
b. Figure 6:  The World Map of Ptolemy. 
c. Figure 7:  The World Map of Eratosthenes. 
d. Figure 8:  The World Map of Pomponius Mela. 

 
6. (At the end of Reading #4:)  It gets a little technical for our younger students, as 

Hapgood describes their efforts to convert the Piri Re’is to one drawn using our 
modern system of latitude and longitude, so we’ll skip here.  But older students and 
mamas should read this at home; it’s really interesting!! 

 
 
Reading #5Reading #5Reading #5Reading #5    
    
1. This is a short reading, on page 19. 

 



Geography 

2. We’ll skip the details, again, for our younger students, but Hapgood describes the 
years of research almost a dozen men put into trying to unlock the “key” to the 
system used to draw the Piri Re’is map, so that they could then figure out what was 
supposedly shown on the bottom of the map―could it be Antarctica?!  Without ice?! 

 
 
Reading #6Reading #6Reading #6Reading #6    
    
1. Before beginning this reading, explain:  Before beginning this reading, explain:  Before beginning this reading, explain:  Before beginning this reading, explain:  Eratosthenes was a Greek astronomer and 

geographer of the 3rd century B.C., who measured the circumference of the earth by 
taking accound of the angle of the sun at noon as simultaneously observed at 
Alexandria and at Syene (Alexandria was a few hundred miles north of Syene, in 
Egypt). 
 

2. This was a marvelous feat of mathematics―to take measurements of the angle of 
the Sun at two cities only a few hundred miles apart, and extrapolate that to figure 
the circumference of the entire earth, which is 24,000 miles!!!!!  (Math is so 
wonderful!!  God demonstrates his faithfulness through mathematics, and we cannot 
have laws of mathematics apart from him!!!) 

 
a. Eratosthenes’ calculation was very close.  We know today that he was 

4.5° off (out of 360°, of course―a phenomenal accomplishment!). 
 

b. But do note―he was 4.5° off, which is where we pick up the story again. 
 

3. This was the most accurate number we had for the circumference of the earth for 
almost 2,000 years―until Columbus’ voyage revealed the New World and opened 
the Age of Exploration.  (Which, in God’s providence, happened right as He was 
opening His Word to His people again, in the Reformation, that the true Gospel 
might go around the world, as it is this day!) 
 

4. But the point is that Eratosthenes figured this out when no one was traveling around 
the world!!!!  And no one could verify his number for 1,800 years, until Magellan, 
then Drake, then others circumnavigated the world and explored the parts of it that 
were unknown to Christendom, and, thus, were without the Gospel. 

 
5. Reading #6 begins at the end of a paragraph, on page 33. 

 
 
The ResultThe ResultThe ResultThe Result    

 
1. In the end (Figure 18, pages 36–37), once they were able to understand the 

system of lines of the portolan map, they could unlock the entire map and 
understand every detail on it. 
 



Geography 

2. Yes, that is the ice-free coastline of Antarctica on the southern part of the map.  
There are some mistakes in the coastline of South America―some things, like 
the Amazon River, are in there twice, and some pieces are missing, such as 
Drake’s Passage, but careful study of the coastline reveals that it is not made up, 
and very accurate. 
 

3. Notice also that in Antarctica, there are pictures of the animals to be found 
living there.  (We have found the remains of plants and animals, buried under 
the ice; secular scientists initially found that a staggering mystery, but with a 
massive-volcanic-activity-as-cause-for-the-Flood, leading to Flood-cause-for-the-
(single)-Ice Age, this is exactly what Bible-believing scientists’ models predict.) 
 

 
Bonus:  Bonus:  Bonus:  Bonus:  Hapgood dug through a staggering number of other ancient maps, and found 
that many, many of the mapmakers of the 15th and 16th centuries knew of a southern 
continent.  However, the Oronteus Finaeus Map, of 1532, is spectacular.  It also shows 
Antarctica, free from ice at the coasts (though apparently the center of the continent 
was covered with ice at that time, because there is no detail there).  It is very accurate, 
showing the correct details of the coasts, and also the correct locations of mountain 
ranges on Antarctica.    
    
    
Reformation/Age of Exploration MapReformation/Age of Exploration MapReformation/Age of Exploration MapReformation/Age of Exploration Mapssss    
 
1. Before we finish this dive into Cartography History, let’s touch on maps from the 

revolution in world exploration and scientific knowledge that came with the 
Reformation. 
 

2. The Spanish and Portuguese were the first to begin stretching the bounds of 
discovery, beyond Christendom into the rest of the world.  But the Dutch soon 
surpassed them. 

 
a. New York was originally called New Amsterdam. 
b. Australia was originally called New Holland. 
c. New Zealand… is still called New Zealand (after the Dutch province). 

 
3. At the height of the Dutch supremacy on the world seas, the Dutch Royal Palace was 

built, in the grand entrance of which the crowning glory of their people was on full 
display―a map of the entire globe.  The entire globe. 

a. Show three Dutch pictures. 
 

4. Delisle Map. 



Geography 

Oceania 

Australia: Physical 
    

Cycle Cycle Cycle Cycle 4444, , , , Week Week Week Week 3333    
 

Key VerseKey VerseKey VerseKey Verse::::   
The earth is the Lord’s, and all that therein is; the world and they that dwell therein.  

Psalm 24:1 
 
 
Getting ReadyGetting ReadyGetting ReadyGetting Ready    
    

1. Have children sit around their mothers, so they can look at the pictures in 
Exploring the World Through Cartography with her.  (Or use Cartography_152-
153 image.) 

2. Captain Cook’s Journals―2 excerpts for you to read (Intro & Eastern Australia).  
(From The Explorations of Captain James Cook in the Pacific, ed. by A. Grenfell 
Price, New York: The Heritage Press.) 

3. Print to display: 
• Ularu pic 

4. Pass out map handouts and colored pencils: 
• Oceania Physical Map―no coloring on this one!  Only to look at.  We’ll use 

this for several weeks! 

• Australia Physical Map―no coloring.  

• Australia Physical Blackline 
 
To StartTo StartTo StartTo Start    
 

1. Explain Key Verse. 
2. GEOG'RAPHY, noun [Gr. the earth, and to write, to describe.]  Properly, a 

description of the earth or terrestrial globe, particularly of the divisions of its 
surface, natural and artificial, and of the position of the several countries, 
kingdoms, states, cities, etc.  As a science, geography includes the doctrine or 
knowledge of the astronomical circles or divisions of the sphere, by which the 
relative position of places on the globe may be ascertained, and usually treatises 
of geography contain some account of the inhabitants of the earth, of their 
government, manners, etc., and an account of the principal animals, plants and 
minerals.  (Noah Webster’s 1828) 

3. CARTOGRAPHY is the science or art of making maps.  (M-W.com)  
Cartographers are mapmakers. 

 
 
DrillDrillDrillDrill 

 
1. Great Dividing Range 
2. Western Plateau 
3. Great Victoria Desert 
4. Great Barrier Reef 
5. Victoria River 

6. Murray River 
7. Tasmania 
8. Macquarie Island (SW of New Zealand) 
9. Great Australian Bight (huge bay) 
10. Ularu 



Geography 
 
 
AustraliaAustraliaAustraliaAustralia    PhysicalPhysicalPhysicalPhysical 
 

Turn to Cartography p. 152–153.   
 

• We lump Australia, the major islands near it, and the islands sprinkled across 
the South Pacific, into a region we call Oceania. 

• What does Australia look like?  What does that mean?  (Australia is mostly 
desert!) 

• The Great Barrier Reef is on the northeastern coast of Australia, the longest coral 
reef in the world, at 1,500 miles long! 

• What do Indonesia (which is not part of Oceania) and New Guinea look like?  
(They’re green―very jungle-y!) 

• What do you notice about Tasmania & New Zealand?  (Snow-capped peaks; cool 
weather there!  They’re pretty far south, so they’re kind of like England and 
Scotland as far as weather goes.) 

• What is all of the light blue?  (The dark blue is the deep ocean, and the lighter 
blue is where the ocean is not very deep, so the ocean floor is close enough to 
the surface that it reflects some sunlight back to us, so the water only look light 
blue.) 

• What do the Pacific islands look like?  (Blue!!!!  Why do they look blue from 
space?  Because they are really gigantic mountains, rising up from the ocean 
floor, volcanoes really.  And only the little tips of them rise above the surface of 
the ocean, not even big enough, many of them, for their green surfaces to be 
visible from up in space.) 

• Can you find the International Date Line?  (No!  Of course not!  It’s imaginary!!) 
 
    
Learn MoreLearn MoreLearn MoreLearn More    
    

• Compare the coloring on your Oceania map with your Australia map.  What kind 
of map is the Oceania map?  (Relief.)  What kind of map is the Australia map? 

• (Mr. van Eck visited Australia; he saw Alice Springs and the Ularu!  Of course, he 
flew in and out of Sydney!)    

• Look at your world maps; see how far Tasman sailed from Mauritius (little island 
East of Madagascar) to the island which would come to be called Tasmania, to 
the south of Australia, never seeing the continent! 

• You may look at your maps, or trace (not color!) your blackline map, while I read 
to you a bit from the Journals of Captain Cook. 

• Read Intro, pages 1–3, through halfway down page 3. 

• Then read Eastern Australia (pages 63 ff.), as much as there is time for.  
    
    
Drill AgainDrill AgainDrill AgainDrill Again    











 























Geography 

Oceania 

Australia: Cities & Provinces 
    

Cycle Cycle Cycle Cycle 4444, , , , Week Week Week Week 4444    
 

Key VerseKey VerseKey VerseKey Verse::::   
The earth is the Lord’s, and all that therein is; the world and they that dwell therein.  

Psalm 24:1 
 
 
Getting ReadyGetting ReadyGetting ReadyGetting Ready    
    

1. Have children sit around their mothers, so they can look at the pictures in 
Exploring the World Through Cartography with her.  (If you don’t have it, it’s not 
that important.) 

2. Animals of Australia for you to print and read (and show) to the children. 
3. Pass out map handouts and colored pencils: 

• Oceania Physical Map (from last week) 

• Oceania Cities & Political Map―no coloring (we’ll use this again!).  

• Oceania Cities & Political Blackline Map―to trace 
 
To StartTo StartTo StartTo Start    
 

1. Explain Key Verse. 
2. GEOG'RAPHY, noun [Gr. the earth, and to write, to describe.]  Properly, a 

description of the earth or terrestrial globe, particularly of the divisions of its 
surface, natural and artificial, and of the position of the several countries, 
kingdoms, states, cities, etc.  As a science, geography includes the doctrine or 
knowledge of the astronomical circles or divisions of the sphere, by which the 
relative position of places on the globe may be ascertained, and usually treatises 
of geography contain some account of the inhabitants of the earth, of their 
government, manners, etc., and an account of the principal animals, plants and 
minerals.  (Noah Webster’s 1828) 

3. CARTOGRAPHY is the science or art of making maps.  (M-W.com)  
Cartographers are mapmakers. 

 
 
DrillDrillDrillDrill 

 
1. Sydney 
2. Melbourne 
3. Brisbane 
4. Perth 
5. New South Wales 

6. Victoria 
7. Queensland 
8. South Australia 
9. Western Australia 
10. Northern Territory 

 
 
AustraliaAustraliaAustraliaAustralia    Cities & ProvincesCities & ProvincesCities & ProvincesCities & Provinces 
 

Turn to Cartography p. 160–161, 158.   



Geography 
 

• Very few people live in Australia!  It’s the least-populated continent (other than 
Antarctica).  As we learned last week, it’s very, very dry and desert-y.  Only the 
Eastern coast, all the area East of the Great Dividing Range, is nice for farming, 
really.  There are some rainforests there; that’s where you’ll find koalas! 

• During the Reformation and Age of Exploration period, when Christians sailed 
out of Europe to explore the world, the people living in Australia at that time 
were called Aborigines, and they lived in the very lowest of conditions.  Like their 
neighbors the Pacific islanders, they were illiterate, running around naked, living 
under witchdoctors who spoke for their demonic animistic “gods”, and mutilated 
their bodies with tattoos and piercings.  The Lord sent judgment and 
salvation―for many, there was slaughter at the hands of pagan, Darwinist 
Europeans.  But for some, there was the sweet Gospel brought by missionaries. 

• We don’t know a whole lot about the history of the Aborigines, because they 
didn’t keep written records.  After the British lost the American War for 
Independence, they started sending their bad prisoners off to Australia for 
punishment, and to help them colonize that land.  The white folks that settled 
Australia were, basically, the exact opposite of the devoted Christians who 
settled America looking to worship God freely!!  After Darwin’s wicked book was 
published, the white Australians decided that the Aborigines were the perfect 
example of a “transitional form” from monkey to man; they began hunting the 
Aborigines like animals, boiling their bodies to sell the bones to museums, and 
one Aborigine man was even kept in the New York Central Park zoo, in the 
monkey exhibit, for decades. 

 
    
LearnLearnLearnLearn    MoreMoreMoreMore    
    

• Australia also has unique animals, because of how separated it is from the other 
continents.  See Animals of Australia handout. 

    
    
Drill AgainDrill AgainDrill AgainDrill Again    



 



 



15 Best Known Unique Wild 15 Best Known Unique Wild 15 Best Known Unique Wild 15 Best Known Unique Wild 
Animals of AustraliaAnimals of AustraliaAnimals of AustraliaAnimals of Australia    

Australia is home to list of different and unique 
variety of animals, birds, reptiles and plants, 
Among Australia’s best known wild animals are 
the kangaroo, koala, echidna, dingo, platypus and 
wallaby.  Famous animals found in Australia also 
include marine animals such as cone snail, sea 
snake, blue-ringed octopus and land animals such 
as Gang-gang cockatoo, Emu, eastern brown 
snake, tiger snake,wolf spider, wedge-tailed eagle, 
banjo frog and Blue-tongued skink, here is the list 
of unique wild animals of Australia.  from 
walkthroughindia.com    

KangarooKangarooKangarooKangaroo    

Kangaroos are unofficially Australia’s national 
animal and describe as the largest species from 
his family. The Kangaroos are endemic to 
Australia and one of the species of red kangaroo 
are known as largest surviving marsupial of the 
world. 

    

KoalaKoalaKoalaKoala    

Koala is a tree herbivorous animal native to 
Australia, mostly found in coastal areas 
Queensland and Victoria. Koalas are symbol of 
Australia country but due to habitat destruction 
and hunting, the animal is a vulnerable species.    

 

EchidnaEchidnaEchidnaEchidna    

Echidna are spiny anteaters and one of the egg-
laying mammals and one of the rarest animals in 
the world. The Echidna has sharp spine like a big 
porcupine and one of the surviving members of 
the monotreme species.    

 

 



 

PlatypusPlatypusPlatypusPlatypus    

Platypus is another egg-laying mammal endemic 
to semiaquatic area of Australia. The Platypus are 
combination of duck, beaver and otter,also one of 
the known venomous mammals in the world.    

 

 

 

 

WombatWombatWombatWombat    

Wombats are native to Australia, mostly found in 
mountainous areas of south Australia. Wombats 
species are protected in Australia and Epping 
Forest National Park is one of the best place in the 
country to spot species of Wombat. 

 

 

 

 

 

MacrotisMacrotisMacrotisMacrotis    

Macrotis are one of the endangered animal 
species in Australia and one of the shortest among 
mammals in the world. Greater bilby or Macrotis 
is the largest of the other small Macrotis and 
lesser bilby became extinct from Australia.    



WallabyWallabyWallabyWallaby    

Wallabies are small kangaroo found in Australia 
and the smallest member of kangaroo family. The 
wallaby are medium sized marsupial and one of 
the two species are endangered because of 
hunting for meat and fur. 

 

 

 

 

Sugar GliderSugar GliderSugar GliderSugar Glider    

Sugar Glider is a small marsupial found throughout 
mainland of Australia. The sugar glider are 
arboreal omnivores,live in family groups and one of 
the most commonly traded wild animal.     

 

 

 

Tiger QuollTiger QuollTiger QuollTiger Quoll    

Tiger Quoll are carnivorous animal,native to 
mainland Australia and Tasmania. The tiger quoll 
are largest and the world’s longest species of 
marsupial and a living carnivorous.    

 

 



 

Cane ToadCane ToadCane ToadCane Toad    

The cane toads of Australia are also known as 
giant neotropical toad and has been introduced in 
the country. Cane toads are highly toxic in nature 
and one of the largest of the frogs and toads 
found in Australia.    

 

 

 

 

Thorny DragonThorny DragonThorny DragonThorny Dragon    

Thorny Devil Dragon is the only species of devil 
lizard found in Australia. The thorny dragon is a 
small species of lizard and known for their 
defenses against predators.    

 

 

 

 

Inland TaipanInland TaipanInland TaipanInland Taipan    

Inland Taipan is the world’s most venomous land 
snake,living in regions of central east Australia. 
The inland taipan is an extremely venomous snake 
based on its venom and has the most toxic venom 
of any other reptiles in the world.    



Tasmanian DevilTasmanian DevilTasmanian DevilTasmanian Devil    

Tasmanian Devil are the carnivorous animal found 
only in the wild forest of Australian island. The 
Tasmanian devil are among known for the 
strongest bite per unit body mass of any other 
land predator. 

 

 

 

GoannaGoannaGoannaGoanna    

Australian Goannas are monitor lizards and 
fourth-largest living lizard found on earth. The 
perentie is the largest monitor lizard, mostly found 
in the desert areas of Western Australia. 

 

 

 

 

 

    

    

DingoDingoDingoDingo    

Dingo is Australia’s wild dog but a separate 
species from dog found in deserts and grasslands 
of Australia. Dingo wild dogs are the largest 
terrestrial predator in the country but listed as 
vulnerable to extinction.    

 







































Geography 

Oceania 

New Zealand & Melanesia 
    

Cycle Cycle Cycle Cycle 4444, , , , Week Week Week Week 5555    
 

Key VerseKey VerseKey VerseKey Verse::::   
The earth is the Lord’s, and all that therein is; the world and they that dwell therein.  

Psalm 24:1 
 
 
Getting ReadyGetting ReadyGetting ReadyGetting Ready    
    

1. Have children sit around their mothers, so they can look at the pictures in 
Exploring the World Through Cartography with her (page 152–153, from W3). 

2. Pass out new blackline map & reading, and colored pencils: 
• Oceania Physical Map (from Week 3) 

• Oceania Cities & Political Map―no coloring (from Week 4).  

• Oceania Physical Blackline Map―to trace 

• Captain Cook, c. 5 (one for each family) 
3. Key Verse. 

 
 
DrillDrillDrillDrill 

 
1. New Zealand 

a. North Island 
b. South Isand 
c. Christchurch 
d. Auckland 

2. Melanesia 
a. Coral Sea 
b. Solomon Islands 
c. Vanuatu 
d. Fiji 
e. Tonga 
f. New Caledonia 

 
 
New New New New Zealand & Zealand & Zealand & Zealand & MelanMelanMelanMelaneeeesiasiasiasia 
 

Turn to Cartography p. 152–153.   
 

• The Pacific islands have unique plants and animals; the people of these lands 
were cannibals when Captain James Cook first explored them; but missionaries 
(some of whom were killed and eaten!) shared the Gospel with these people; and 
many of these islands, after receiving the glorious Gospel of our Lord Jesus 
Christ, became little places of paradise!  Hawaii and Fiji are examples. 

• Explain what an atoll is―a ring of coral surrounds an undersea volcano that has 
risen above the water's surface. Long after the volcano has receded into the 
ocean, the atoll remains. The habitat inside the atoll, protected from the open 
sea by the sturdy reef, is called a lagoon. 

 
    
        



Geography 
Learn MoreLearn MoreLearn MoreLearn More    
    

• Read from the Journal of Captain James Cook, first voyage. 
• Background:  There was a lot about our world that was still unknown when Cook 

set sail.  The knowledge of an inhabitable Antarctica had been handed down for 
centuries (since the time of the Ice Age after the Flood), so after discovering two 
huge unknown continents (North and South America), men wondered if there 
was a great Southern Continent west of South America, west of Cape Horn.   

• Cook’s voyage from Cape Horn to Tahiti (which he discovered), disproved that 
idea.   

• Hold up the globe:  When you look at how big the Pacific Ocean is, it is 
staggering!  But see the route he took:  from Cape Horn to Tahiti (the first land 
he encountered after Cape Horn).  He records that he doubled Cape Horn on 
February 13, 1769, and set a north-westerly course; reaching Tahiti on April 11, 
1769.   

• Now, he was on to explore more of the Southern Hemisphere of our world. 

• Read chapter 5, beginning on page 45 (as much as there is time for). 
    
    
Drill AgainDrill AgainDrill AgainDrill Again        





Geography 

Oceania 

New Zealand & Pacific Islands 
    

Cycle Cycle Cycle Cycle 4444, , , , Week Week Week Week 6666    
 

Key VerseKey VerseKey VerseKey Verse::::   
The earth is the Lord’s, and all that therein is; the world and they that dwell therein.  

Psalm 24:1 
 
 
Getting ReadyGetting ReadyGetting ReadyGetting Ready    
    

1. Have children sit around their mothers, so they can look at the pictures in 
Exploring the World Through Cartography with her.  (If you don’t have it, it’s not 
that important.) 

2. Map handouts and colored pencils (same from last week): 

• US Territories 

• Oceania Physical Map (from Week 3) 

• Oceania Cities & Political Map―no coloring (from Week 4).  

• Oceania Cities & Political Blackline Map―to trace (from Week 5) 

• Captain Cook, c. 5 (one for each family) 
 
 
To StartTo StartTo StartTo Start    
 

1. Recite Key Verse. 
2. GEOG'RAPHY, noun [Gr. the earth, and to write, to describe.]  Properly, a 

description of the earth or terrestrial globe, particularly of the divisions of its 
surface, natural and artificial, and of the position of the several countries, 
kingdoms, states, cities, etc.  As a science, geography includes the doctrine or 
knowledge of the astronomical circles or divisions of the sphere, by which the 
relative position of places on the globe may be ascertained, and usually treatises 
of geography contain some account of the inhabitants of the earth, of their 
government, manners, etc., and an account of the principal animals, plants and 
minerals.  (Noah Webster’s 1828) 

3. CARTOGRAPHY is the science or art of making maps.  (M-W.com)  
Cartographers are mapmakers. 

 
 
DrillDrillDrillDrill 

 
1. Samoa 
2. Cook Islands 
3. French Polynesia 

a. Tahiti 
4. Easter Island 
5. Micronesia (Caroline Islands) 

6. Gilbert Islands (Kiribati is the 
Gilbertese spelling of Gilberts) 

7. Marshall Islands 
8. Mariana Trench 
9. International Date Line 
10. Wake Island 
11. Hawaii 

 



Geography 
Learning: Unites States territoriesLearning: Unites States territoriesLearning: Unites States territoriesLearning: Unites States territories 
 

• Puerto Rico (Caribbean) 

• US Virgin Islands (Caribbean) 

• Navassa Island (Caribbean) 

• Guam 

• Northern Mariana Islands 

• American Samoa 

• Midway (atoll) 

• Palmyra (atoll) 

• Baker Island 

• Howland Island 

• Jarvis Island 

• Johnston (atoll) 

• Kingman Reef 

• Wake Island 
 
    
Learn MoreLearn MoreLearn MoreLearn More    
    

• Continue reading Captain Cook’s Journal from last week, as time allows. 
    
    
Drill AgainDrill AgainDrill AgainDrill Again    



























Geography 

Central & South America 

The Caribbean 
    

Cycle Cycle Cycle Cycle 4444, , , , Week Week Week Week 13131313    
 

Key VerseKey VerseKey VerseKey Verse::::   
The earth is the Lord’s, and all that therein is; the world and they that dwell therein.  

Psalm 24:1 
 
 
Getting ReadyGetting ReadyGetting ReadyGetting Ready    
    
1. Diario of Christopher Columbus (we’ll actually read from it next week) 

• Pages 17 ff. 
• Pages 57 ff. 

2. Map handouts and colored pencils: 
• Caribbean Map 
• Blackline Caribbean Map 

 
 
To StartTo StartTo StartTo Start    
 
1. Recite Key Verse. 
2. GEOG'RAPHY, noun [Gr. the earth, and to write, to describe.]  Properly, a 
description of the earth or terrestrial globe, particularly of the divisions of its 
surface, natural and artificial, and of the position of the several countries, 
kingdoms, states, cities, etc.  As a science, geography includes the doctrine or 
knowledge of the astronomical circles or divisions of the sphere, by which the 
relative position of places on the globe may be ascertained, and usually treatises 
of geography contain some account of the inhabitants of the earth, of their 
government, manners, etc., and an account of the principal animals, plants and 
minerals.  (Noah Webster’s 1828) 

3. CARTOGRAPHY is the science or art of making maps.  (M-W.com)  
Cartographers are mapmakers. 

 
 
DrillDrillDrillDrill 
 
1. Caribbean Sea 
2. Atlanta Ocean 
3. Gulf of Mexico 
4. The Bahamas 
5. Cuba 

6. Hispañola (Haiti & the Dominican 
Republic) 

7. Jamaica 
8. Puerto Rico 
9. There are thousands of islands in 
the Caribbean! 

 
    
        



Geography 
LeLeLeLessonssonssonsson        (very helpful to use globe to demonstrate) 
 
Christopher Columbus and the myth that Christians believed the world is flat until 
“science” came along and saved us from our ignorance!  (More details at this little 
article: https://www.history.com/news/christopher-columbus-never-set-out-to-prove-the-
earth-was-round) 
 
Since we are a full-throated Christian Worldview co-op, we’ve got to demolish this false 
accusation against Christians, so you’ll be prepared when you hear it! 
 
The true story is that the Greeks proved, a few hundred years before our Lord Jesus 
Christ was born, died, and rose again, that the shape of the earth was spherical (or 
round, like a ball).  For anyone who studied the world, it seemed pretty obvious, and 
many people had long believed this was the case.  But at around 250 BC, the Greeks not 
only proved it but correctly calculated the size of the entire earth, just by using math!  
(Isn’t God wonderful?  He created a world of order, and numbers and mathematics, 
which by their very God-created nature are orderly and perfectly reliable―reflecting the 
unchanging and always-reliable character of God!!!) 
 
Eratosthenes knew that in Syene (modern Aswan), which lies on the Tropic of 
Cancer―which means that the Sun is directly overhead at noon on the Summer Solstice.  
There was a deep well there, in which, only on that one day―the summer 
solstice―every year, sunlight shone into the bottom of the well at noon.  (That never 
happens for us in Texas, because we live north of the Tropic of Cancer, in the Northern 
Hemisphere!  The Tropic of Cancer is the northernmost point where you can ever have 
the Sun directly overhead, casting no shadow except directly down; I lived in the tropics 
when I was growing up, in Hawaii and Cuba, so that was pretty normal for me―in my 
adult life, it has been very strange for me to realize that I never see the Sun directly 
overhead anymore!!  But many people live their whole lives never having seen the Sun 
directly overhead!)   
 
Eratosthenes knew that Alexandria, where he lived, was 500 miles north of Syene.  So at 
noon on the summer solstice, he held up a rod, measured the length of its shadow, and 
figured the angle of the Sun’s rays using simple geometry.  It was 7.2°.  Using the 
spherical trigonometry, now that he knew the angle difference over 500 miles of the 
earth’s surface, it was simple to calculate the circumference of the earth―around 
25,000 miles. 
 
So throughout the entire history of Christendom―for average observers, it was obvious 
that our world is round, based on the rising and setting of the Sun, ships disappearing 
bottom-first when they sailed away, etc.  For example, on every ship, from Columbus’ 
Santa Maria to the Titanic, there is a crow’s nest, where the lookout is stationed to 
watch for rocks, icebergs, pirates, or any other danger.  Why?  Because the world is 
round, and at sea, where there are no trees, buildings, or mountains in the way, the only 
thing keeping you from seeing the entire sea is the curvature of the earth!  And the 
higher up you are above the earth, the more of the earth you can see before it curves 
away out of view.  Christians (and even pagan peoples who bothered to study God’s 
creation) understood that the world was shaped like a globe, even though they had not 
yet created rocketships to go up into space and take pictures of it yet. 
 



Geography 
Then why do TV and movies and everyone say that Europeans (by which they mean 
Christians) believed the earth was flat until Christopher Columbus? 
 
There was a famous American author in the early 1800s named Washington Irving.  (He 
was named after George Washington―no relation!)  He wrote a “history” of 
Christopher Columbus, where he added imaginary details to make the story more 
interesting, including imagining a tale that the supstitious Roman Catholics around 
Columbus thought the earth was flat and that if you sailed too far, you’d sail off the end 
of the earth.  That’s it!  Irving was already a very successful author; the book became 
very popular; and by the time the next generation grew up, they all believed it had 
actually happened that way. 
 
Irving himself was certainly not a Christian.  Although he attended an Episcopalian 
church (most everyone in America attended church in those days), the legacy he leaves 
behind bears no marks of faithfulness to Christ.  Indeed this tale he made up has been 
used for 200 years by atheists and God-haters to accuse Christians of being backward 
people who are so ignorant as to believe the earth is flat, despite how obvious it is that 
it is round.   
 
For example, just watch any sunset from a high point, and see how the sunlight changes, 
both in the East and the West, not as it would if it had dipped below a flat disk, suddenly 
getting dark all over the earth’s surface; but in the East, the shadow of the earth rises as 
a dark shadow in the sky, and grows higher and higher as the Sun sinks; and in the 
West, the light does not suddenly go out when the Sun dips below the horizon like it 
would if the earth were flat, but instead the sky stays light and then grows dimmer and 
dimmer, as the light of the Sun goes further and further round the sphere of the earth, til 
the light of the Sun is blocked completely by the earth.   
 
 
Drill AgainDrill AgainDrill AgainDrill Again    
    







Geography 

South America 

Physical 
    

Cycle Cycle Cycle Cycle 4444, , , , Week Week Week Week 14141414    
 

Key VerseKey VerseKey VerseKey Verse::::   
The earth is the Lord’s, and all that therein is; the world and they that dwell therein.  

Psalm 24:1 
 
 
Getting ReadyGetting ReadyGetting ReadyGetting Ready    
    

1. Exploring the World Through Cartography 
2. Map to display: 

• Patagonian Desert 
3. Diario of Christopher Columbus 

• Pages 17 ff. 
4. Map handouts and colored pencils: 

• South America Relief Map―no coloring on this one!  Only to look at.   

• South America Physical Blackline Map―trace or color, if they want to, 
during the lesson. 

 
 
To StartTo StartTo StartTo Start    
 

1. Recite Key Verse. 
2. GEOG'RAPHY, noun [Gr. the earth, and to write, to describe.]  Properly, a 

description of the earth or terrestrial globe, particularly of the divisions of its 
surface, natural and artificial, and of the position of the several countries, 
kingdoms, states, cities, etc.  As a science, geography includes the doctrine or 
knowledge of the astronomical circles or divisions of the sphere, by which the 
relative position of places on the globe may be ascertained, and usually treatises 
of geography contain some account of the inhabitants of the earth, of their 
government, manners, etc., and an account of the principal animals, plants and 
minerals.  (Noah Webster’s 1828) 

3. CARTOGRAPHY is the science or art of making maps.  (M-W.com)  
Cartographers are mapmakers. 

 
 
DrillDrillDrillDrill 

 
1. Andes Mountains 
2. Amazon River 
3. Amazon Rainforest 
4. Mato Grosso Plateau 
5. Patagonia 
6. Patagonian Desert―freezing cold! 

7. Strait of Magellan 
8. Tierra del Fuego―glaciers! 
9. Cape Horn 
10. Drake’s Passage 
11. Galapagos Islands 
12. Falkland Islands 

 
    



Geography 
South AmericaSouth AmericaSouth AmericaSouth America: : : :     PhysicalPhysicalPhysicalPhysical        (introduce the map & go over this quickly!) 
 

Turn to Cartography p. 46.  Questions to ask/Things to Learn: 
 

• Why is Central America usually grouped with South America, even though it’s 
more naturally part of North America?  (Culturally it’s connected to South 
America.) 

• Look at the colors (browns & greens); how are they different in this photograph 
than the Physical map I handed out?  (The handout is a relief map!  Review what 
the colors in a relief map mean; for example: green doesn’t mean forest; it 
means close to sea level!) 

• What do you notice about the colors?  What are you seeing in these colors?  (tan 
= desert/arid; green = trees; blue = water; white = ice/snow.) 

• How are the shapes different from the handout map? 
    
    
LeLeLeLessonssonssonsson  (finish up from last week!  Quickly!!) 
 
Then why do TV and movies and everyone say that Europeans (by which they mean 
Christians) believed the earth was flat until Christopher Columbus? 
 
There was a famous American author in the early 1800s named Washington Irving.  (He 
was named after George Washington―no relation!)  He wrote a “history” of 
Christopher Columbus, where he added imaginary details to make the story more 
interesting, including imagining a tale that the supstitious Roman Catholics around 
Columbus thought the earth was flat and that if you sailed too far, you’d sail off the end 
of the earth.  That’s it!  Irving was already a very successful author; the book became 
very popular; and by the time the next generation grew up, they all believed it had 
actually happened that way. 
 
Irving himself was certainly not a Christian.  Although he attended an Episcopalian 
church (most everyone in America attended church in those days), the legacy he leaves 
behind bears no marks of faithfulness to Christ.  Indeed this tale he made up has been 
used for 200 years by atheists and God-haters to accuse Christians of being backward 
people who are so ignorant as to believe the earth is flat, despite how obvious it is that 
it is round.   
 
For example, just watch any sunset from a high point, and see how the sunlight changes, 
both in the East and the West, not as it would if it had dipped below a flat disk, suddenly 
getting dark all over the earth’s surface; but in the East, the shadow of the earth rises as 
a dark shadow in the sky, and grows higher and higher as the Sun sinks; and in the 
West, the light does not suddenly go out when the Sun dips below the horizon like it 
would if the earth were flat, but instead the sky stays light and then grows dimmer and 
dimmer, as the light of the Sun goes further and further round the sphere of the earth, til 
the light of the Sun is blocked completely by the earth.   
 
    
        



Geography 
Learn MoreLearn MoreLearn MoreLearn More  (the real lesson for today!!!) 
    

• Today, we’re going to read a bit from Columbus’ Diary of his journey.  We don’t 
have time for much, but a few excerpts will give you an idea about his character 
and what it was like.  (If we run out of time, we’ll read it next week!) 

• Prologue for King Ferdinand and Queen Isabella (pages 17, 19, 21). 

• (You must learn their names.) 

• (You must also learn the names of Columbus’s ships―the Niña, the Pinta, and 
the Santa Maria.) 

• (Finally, you must learn, “In fourteen hundred ninety-two, Columbus sailed the 
ocean blue.”  The rest of the poem is attached!) 

• The Ocean Sea.  The seas were bodies of water surrounded by lands, or broken 
up by lands or islands.  The ocean was the great sea that surrounded everything 
else. 

• As they sailed across the Atlantic, Columbus took daily measurements of the 
distance they’d traveled, but he lied to the sailors on board day after day, so they 
would not be so fearful about traveling so far from Spain, possibly going too far 
to be able to return! 

• And we’ll read more next week! 
    
    
Drill AgainDrill AgainDrill AgainDrill Again        



Geography 
IN 1492IN 1492IN 1492IN 1492    
In fourteen hundred ninety-two 
Columbus sailed the ocean blue. 
 
He had three ships and left from Spain; 
He sailed through sunshine, wind and rain. 
 
He sailed by night; he sailed by day; 
He used the stars to find his way. 
 
A compass also helped him know 
How to find the way to go. 
 
Ninety sailors were on board; 
Some men worked while others snored. 
 
Then the workers went to sleep; 
And others watched the ocean deep. 
 
Day after day they looked for land; 
They dreamed of trees and rocks and sand. 
 
October 12 their dream came true, 
You never saw a happier crew! 
 
“Indians! Indians!” Columbus cried; 
His heart was filled with joyful pride. 
 
But “India” the land was not; 
It was the Bahamas, and it was hot. 
 
The Arakawa natives were very nice; 
They gave the sailors food and spice. 
 
Columbus sailed on to find some gold 
To bring back home, as he’d been told. 
 
He made the trip again and again, 
Trading gold to bring to Spain. 
 
The first American? No, not quite. 
But Columbus was brave, and he was bright. 





 



 



Geography 

South America 

Major Cities 
    

Cycle Cycle Cycle Cycle 4444, , , , Week Week Week Week 11115555    
 

Key VerseKey VerseKey VerseKey Verse::::   
The earth is the Lord’s, and all that therein is; the world and they that dwell therein.  

Psalm 24:1 
 
 
Getting ReadyGetting ReadyGetting ReadyGetting Ready    
    
1. Exploring the World Through Cartography 
2. Diario of Christopher Columbus 

• Pages 57 ff. 
3. Map handouts and colored pencils: 

• South America Cities & Political Map―no coloring on this one!  Only to 
look at.   

• South America Cities & Political Blackline Map―trace or color, if they 
want to, during the lesson. 

 
 
To StartTo StartTo StartTo Start    
 
1. Recite Key Verse. 
2. GEOG'RAPHY, noun [Gr. the earth, and to write, to describe.]  Properly, a 
description of the earth or terrestrial globe, particularly of the divisions of its 
surface, natural and artificial, and of the position of the several countries, 
kingdoms, states, cities, etc.  As a science, geography includes the doctrine or 
knowledge of the astronomical circles or divisions of the sphere, by which the 
relative position of places on the globe may be ascertained, and usually treatises 
of geography contain some account of the inhabitants of the earth, of their 
government, manners, etc., and an account of the principal animals, plants and 
minerals.  (Noah Webster’s 1828) 

3. CARTOGRAPHY is the science or art of making maps.  (M-W.com)  
Cartographers are mapmakers. 

 
 
DrillDrillDrillDrill 
 
1. Rio de Janeiro 
2. Sao Paulo 
3. Buenos Aires 
4. La Paz 
5. Santiago 

6. Lima 
7. Quito 
8. Bogota 
9. Caracas 
10. Brasilia 



Geography 

SouthSouthSouthSouth    AmericaAmericaAmericaAmerica    CitiesCitiesCitiesCities 
 
Turn to Cartography p. 50–51.  Questions to ask/Things to Learn: 
 

• Why are the cities located where they are?  (Note waterway transportation 
routes, good fishing, agriculture cultivation, etc.  But mostly, the inland of South 
America has largely not been put under the dominion of man, and is wild and 
dangerous, so most of the cities of South America are along the coasts.) 

• Most of the major cities of Central and South America have Spanish names; why?  
(They were named by the Spanish conquistadores in the 16th and 17th centuries.) 

• Did the Spanish build those cities?  (They had a big impact.  Typically, the 
Spanish continued to build onto cities that were thriving under the rule of the 
Mayans, Incas, Aztecs, etc., but the Spanish brought the European architecture; 
it’s very clear which buildings come from the Spanish times.) 

• Were the Spanish conquistadores a blessing or a curse to the Native American 
tribes/civilizations?  (Bit of a mixed bag.  The Native Americans committed 
horrific atrocities as part of daily life; they would slaughter even thousands of 
people at their temples in a single day, to serve their pagan gods, cutting their 
arms and legs off, cutting their heads off, cutting their hearts out, etc.  But the 
Spanish served the heretical Roman Catholic church, which also tortured and 
enslaved innocent people under the Spanish Inquisition.  While they ended up 
living in greater peace (the human sacrifices were stopped, for example!) and 
saw many improvements, very few heard the true Gospel, and most came to 
believe a false Gospel which had no power to save them from eternal 
destruction.) 

    
Learn MoreLearn MoreLearn MoreLearn More 
    

• Review Columbus’s Diary from last week, carry on! 
• The Ocean Sea.  The seas were bodies of water surrounded by lands, or broken 
up by lands or islands.  The ocean was the great sea that surrounded everything 
else. 

• As they sailed across the Atlantic, Columbus took daily measurements of the 
distance they’d traveled, but he lied to the sailors on board day after day, so they 
would not be so fearful about traveling so far from Spain, possibly going too far 
to be able to return! 

• After two months on the Ocean Sea… (page 57 ff.) 
    
Drill AgainDrill AgainDrill AgainDrill Again    
    
1. Rio de Janeiro 
2. Sao Paulo 
3. Buenos Aires 
4. La Paz 
5. Santiago 

6. Lima 
7. Quito 
8. Bogota 
9. Caracas 
10. Brasilia

    



 



 



Geography 

 South America 

Political 
    

Cycle Cycle Cycle Cycle 4444, , , , Week Week Week Week 11116666    
 

Key VerseKey VerseKey VerseKey Verse::::   
The earth is the Lord’s, and all that therein is; the world and they that dwell therein.  

Psalm 24:1 
 
 
Getting ReadyGetting ReadyGetting ReadyGetting Ready    
 
1. Diario of Christopher Columbus 

• Pages 57 ff. 
 

2. Map handouts and colored pencils (same from last week): 
 

• Central & South America Cities & Political Map―no coloring on this one!  
Only to look at. 

• Central & South America Cities & Political Blackline Map―trace or color, if 
they want to, during the lesson. 

 
 
To StartTo StartTo StartTo Start    
 
1. Recite Key Verse. 
2. GEOG'RAPHY, noun [Gr. the earth, and to write, to describe.]  Properly, a 
description of the earth or terrestrial globe, particularly of the divisions of its 
surface, natural and artificial, and of the position of the several countries, 
kingdoms, states, cities, etc.  As a science, geography includes the doctrine or 
knowledge of the astronomical circles or divisions of the sphere, by which the 
relative position of places on the globe may be ascertained, and usually treatises 
of geography contain some account of the inhabitants of the earth, of their 
government, manners, etc., and an account of the principal animals, plants and 
minerals.  (Noah Webster’s 1828) 

3. CARTOGRAPHY is the science or art of making maps.  (M-W.com)  
Cartographers are mapmakers. 

 
 
DrillDrillDrillDrill 
 
1. Colombia 
2. Venezuela 
3. Brazil 
4. Ecuador 
5. Peru 

6. Bolivia 
7. Chile 
8. Argentina 
9. Paraguay 
10. Uruguay 

 
 
        



Geography 
LearningLearningLearningLearning 
 

• Note natural boundaries that form national boundaries, particularly the Andes. 
 

• Note, also, the most of the Amazon Rainforest is in Brazil. 
 
    
Learn MoreLearn MoreLearn MoreLearn More    
    

• Read more from Columbus’s Diario. 
• (Robyn:  See notes you didn’t get to from previous weeks. ) 

    
    
Drill AgainDrill AgainDrill AgainDrill Again    





 
Life at the South PoleLife at the South PoleLife at the South PoleLife at the South Pole 

2:34 p.m., June 15, 2007--James Roth, a senior electronics 
and instrumentation technician in UD's Department of 
Physics and Astronomy, recently completed his fourth 
season in Antarctica, working on UD's “IceTop” project. His 
blog from the South Pole on Jan. 15 provides insight into 
what it's like to live and work on the harshest continent on 
the planet. 

What's it like living at the South Pole? I'll try to sum it up. 
South Pole Station is located at the geographical South Pole. 
It is on top of a two-mile-deep glacier. It is the coldest, highest and driest desert on Earth. 

There has been a lot of change at the pole over the last several years. The new, elevated station has been under 
construction to replace the Dome, which is slowly being buried by annual snowfall. The Dome had been the home for 
South Pole residents for over 30 years, but it is being dismantled as operations are shifted to the new station. The new, 
elevated station houses summer residents as well as the winter-over crew that will stay all year, through the six months 
of darkness. 

There are now two places that house summer residents at the pole. Summer camp has several cloth-covered huts called 
"jamesways." Most are living quarters, but there is also a lounge where you can hang out and maybe watch a movie. The 
jamesways are heated, but the floors are still pretty cold. They are dark inside, so sleeping in the 24-hour sunlight is no 
problem. The bathrooms and showers are located in a separate building at the center of summer camp. That means that 
you have to come out from your warm, dark room into the bright, cold to go to the bathroom. I stayed in the jamesways 
two years ago. 

The station and summer camp are just about bursting at the seams with the current population of 266 people. I think 
that is close to a record. The station was not designed to handle so many people. There are two major experiments 
under construction in addition to the station construction itself and many other smaller experiments. 

All of these people have to fit their whole year's worth of work 
into the three-month summer window. For that reason, people 
work very hard. Most people work nine to 12 hours a day, six 
days a week. I have worked every day since I arrived Dec. 15 
(some days just a few hours) to complete my tasks in the 32-
day window that I had scheduled here. After the last aircraft 
leaves in early February, the station is not accessible until the 
next November. Only the winter crew of about 60 people is left 
here to watch the one and only sunset a year. 

The new station has all the comforts of home. It has the galley 
and kitchen, bathrooms and showers, a laundry room, TV 
lounges, a recreation room with a pool table and a ping-pong 
table, a gym and a greenhouse. There is even a recreation 
room where you can play an instrument. There is enough 
equipment for a complete band. There are, of course, 
administrative offices and conference rooms, too. 

One of the best things about the pole is the food! In fact, your day revolves around the galley schedule. In 24 hours of 
daylight, the only way to know it's morning is because the galley is serving eggs! I'm told your body burns up to 40 
percent more calories trying to keep warm while working outside at the pole. 

Marker for the geographic South Pole 

The Dome housing scientists and staff  



They feed you very well here. There are three meals a day, 
plus midnight rations (“midrats”) for the night shift. Despite 
the good food, most people lose weight here. Well, most 
people except me! I've got to stay away from the cookies and 
ice cream! 

Generators supply power, heat and water to the station. They 
run on JP-8 jet fuel brought in by the C-130 aircraft that 
supply the station. Without the generators, we couldn't 
survive at the pole. You know how expensive gas is at home. 
Imagine how expensive jet fuel is and add to it the cost of 
flying it to the South Pole! It takes 336 C-130 flights during 

the summer to support the station and the science through 
the winter. Power and water conservation is always in progress. We are only allowed two showers a week for two 
minutes. Shower days, I feel like a new person! 

While the new station makes you feel at home, we are still on the harshest continent on Earth. When most people think 
of the South Pole, they think about the cold. How cold is it? The average summer temperature is 35 degrees Celsius 
below zero. Right now, at mid-summer, the typical day is -15 to -20 degrees C. The wind chill makes it feel a lot colder. 

Most summer days that I've been here, the winds have been mild. The last two days, however, we've had a storm with 
wind sustained at 24 knots. That drives the wind chill down into the -40s or colder. This morning, I walked about three-
quarters of a mile to one of my work sites. It was nearly a complete white-out. If not for the flags along the route, I could 
have easily gotten lost. 

We are well-prepared for the cold. Our ECWs (Extreme Cold Weather clothing) are issued in Christchurch, New Zealand, 
by Raytheon Polar Services' clothing distribution center. Even in the extreme cold, I can usually work outside for several 
hours at a time. Again, eating a good meal helps keep you warm. If you are working outside, especially in the wind, you 
have to keep all skin covered or you will get frostbite! 

The cold is easy to handle by dressing properly. There are other issues to deal with at the pole that most people don't 
think of. We are at a pressure altitude of 10,000 to 11,000 feet. Up here, the air is very thin. It takes days to weeks to 
get used to breathing such little oxygen. This year alone, six people had to be evacuated in 10 days for Acute Mountain 
Sickness (AMS). Your body does finally adjust. After a month at the pole, I'm getting around pretty good, but climbing 
steps still sucks the wind out of me! 

The other issue here is humidity, or the lack thereof! It is for the most part 0 percent humidity. It is very important to stay 
hydrated. You are issued a water bottle in Christchurch. It is with you always! It's even within reach when you sleep. 
Chapstick and moisturizing lotion are also essentials. 

 
 
 
 
 
James Roth, a senior electronics and instrumentation technician at UD, recently 
completed his fourth season in Antarctica, working on UD’s “IceTop” project. 
Photo by Jeff Cherwanka 
 
The people make the South Pole worth coming to. Everybody is friendly and 
cooperative. You meet people from all over the world. You can be from different 
cultures, but here, you are all Polies! 

Text and photos by James Roth 

Extreme cold weather clothing is essential 



Geography 

The Poles 

Antarctica 
    

Cycle Cycle Cycle Cycle 4444, , , , Week Week Week Week 11117777    
 

Key VerseKey VerseKey VerseKey Verse::::   
The earth is the Lord’s, and all that therein is; the world and they that dwell therein.  

Psalm 24:1 
 
 
Getting ReadyGetting ReadyGetting ReadyGetting Ready    
    
1. Have children sit around their mothers, so they can look at the pictures in 
Exploring the World Through Cartography with her. 
 

2. Previous maps.   
 

• Piri Re’is Map―no coloring on this one!  Only to look at. 
• Oronteus Finaeus Map―no coloring on this one!  Only to look at. 

 
3. Pass out map handouts and colored pencils.   

 

• Antarctica Map―no coloring on this one!  Only to look at. 
• Antarctica & Southern Islands Map―no coloring on this one!  Only to look 
at. 

• Antarctica Blackline Map―trace or color, if they want to, during the lesson.   
• “Flood Model Solves Antarctica Rainforest Mystery” article (Acts & Facts, 
June 2020; pass out one to each family). 

• Life at the South Pole (read at the end, article for tutor, not to pass out). 
 
 
To StartTo StartTo StartTo Start    
 
1. Explain Key Verse. 
 
2. GEOG'RAPHY, noun [Gr. the earth, and to write, to describe.]  Properly, a 
description of the earth or terrestrial globe, particularly of the divisions of its 
surface, natural and artificial, and of the position of the several countries, 
kingdoms, states, cities, etc.  As a science, geography includes the doctrine or 
knowledge of the astronomical circles or divisions of the sphere, by which the 
relative position of places on the globe may be ascertained, and usually treatises 
of geography contain some account of the inhabitants of the earth, of their 
government, manners, etc., and an account of the principal animals, plants and 
minerals.  (Noah Webster’s 1828) 

 
3. CARTOGRAPHY is the science or art of making maps.  (M-W.com)  
Cartographers are mapmakers. 

 
 



Geography 
DrillDrillDrillDrill 
1. Transantarctic Mountains 
2. South Pole 
3. Ross Ice Shelf 
4. Antarctic Penninsula 
5. Weddell Sea 
6. Queen Maud Land 
7. Southern Ocean 
8. Drake’s Passage 

Southern Islands: 
1. South Shetland Islands 
2. South Sandwich Islands 
3. Falkland Islands 
4. Auckland Island 
5. South Georgia Island 
6. Macquarie Island 

    
    
AntarcticaAntarcticaAntarcticaAntarctica:  There’s a lot to cover, so listen fast!!:  There’s a lot to cover, so listen fast!!:  There’s a lot to cover, so listen fast!!:  There’s a lot to cover, so listen fast!! 
 
Turn to Cartography p. 170–171.   
 

• The South Pole has daytime with no night for 6 months, and nighttime with no 
day for 6 months!  One sunrise and one sunset a year!!! 

• The North Pole, the Arctic, is the same way, but there is no land up there.  There 
is a giant ice sheet up there, called the polar ice cap, and it hasn’t gotten warm 
enough up there for it to melt, since the Ice Age. 

• Piri Re’is & Oronteus Finaeus Maps:  Remember these from earlier  in the year?  
(Hopefully, they can turn to these maps in their notebooks!)  These are two maps 
we have from the Renaissance period, and the mapmakers explained that they 
had derived their knowledge of parts of the world that were unknown at their 
time (like North America, South America, and Antarctica) from ancient maps 
handed down by mapmakers for centuries, perhaps even from the Library of 
Alexandria.  Not only is it amazing that Antarctica and the Americas are 
accurately mapped out, but the coastline of Antarctica shows the accurate 
coastline without ice.  This is something we have only very recently been able to 
figure out, using satellites, radar, and other advanced technology!  Notice that 
each continent, including Antartica, accurately shows pictures of some of the 
animals that lived there.  Non-Christian scientists with their Darwinist mythology 
have no explanation for this. 

• Pass out “Flood Model Solves Antarctica Rainforest Mystery”, for families to 
enjoy at home.  

• According to the Creationary scientific model called Catastrophic Plate 
Tectonics, we believe that the year-long Flood of Noah included the tectonic 
plates of the continents rapidly sliding across the world, and coming to a 
grinding halt (causing the great mountain chains of the Rockies, Andes, Great 
Dividing Range, Himalayas, Alps, etc. as the great masses of earth came to a 
crashing stop).  If true, there would have been an unimaginable amount of 
volcanic activity worldwide, which would have caused an Ice Age, lasting maybe 
500 years, after the Flood.   



Geography 

• After the Flood, the oceans would have been very pleasant for swimming in, 
because of all the volcanic activity on the ocean floor warming them up!  That 
was when all the Pacific Islands formed, Yellowstone erupted, etc.  There would 
have been no ice on the Arctic Ocean, but you could have sailed right across it.  
Places up north like Canada and Siberia and down south like Antarctica would 
have been lovely places to live, and many animals and lush vegetation thrived 
there―in Antarctica, we have found remains of dinosaurs, rodents, opposums, 
horse-type  and elephant-type animals, marsupials, and entire forests, which, 
again, is a mystery to evolutionary scientists.   

• During this time, also because of all the volcanic activity, the sky would have 
been dark with ash clouds, all around the world.  The warm oceans would have 
caused lots of rain and snow, and the dark skies would have kept the areas far 
from the sea quite cold, so that they soon became covered with snow and ice, 
which didn’t melt in the summer, and kept growing, year after year! 

• After a few hundred years, we think, the oceans began to cool off enough that 
the land close to the oceans stopped being warn, and they started getting 
covered by snow and ice, too.  Finally, the volcanic activity got to be mostly 
settled down, like it is today, the skies cleared, and continents warmed up, so 
much of the snow and ice melted.  But some areas, such as the North Pole, some 
mountaintops, and Antartica, have still not melted off all of their ice from the Ice 
Age, 4,000 years ago!   

• The polar ice cap at the North Pole, the mountains of ice on Antarctica, and even 
many glaciers at the tops of high mountains today could not form under the 
weather conditions we see today.  We believe that these giant sheets of ice, in 
their bulk, formed during the Ice Age, and still have not melted in the 4,000 
years since then! 

• We have abundant evidence like these maps, indicating that, after the Flood and 
the Tower of Babel, the grandchildren of Noah (a shipbuilder, you will recall) 
sailed around the entire world, visiting different peoples and mapping out the 
continents.  That’s our Timeline peg―Global Interaction of Civilizations! 

• Back to Cartography p. 170–171:  In Antarctica today, ice sheets grow in winter, 
retreat in summer. 

• Today, no animals live in Antarctica year-round, but several varieties of penguins 
spend their winters there each year.  But that’s it!! 

• About sixty people live at the American station at the very South Pole, year-
round, and many more come down to do scientific research each 
summer―November through February.  There are certain spots where bare rock 
is visible, without ice, in Antarctica, but it’s mostly covered with snow―even 2 
miles deep!! 

• The stories of Earnest Shackelton and Roald Amundson’s courageous expeditions 
to find the South Pole are fascinating! 

 
    
Life At The South Pole  Life At The South Pole  Life At The South Pole  Life At The South Pole  (Read article; it’s not long!  But still, read fast. ) 
    
    
Drill AgainDrill AgainDrill AgainDrill Again 



 



 



 



Geography 

The Poles 

The Arctic 
    

Cycle Cycle Cycle Cycle 4444, , , , Week Week Week Week 11118888    
 

Key VerseKey VerseKey VerseKey Verse::::   
The earth is the Lord’s, and all that therein is; the world and they that dwell therein.  

Psalm 24:1 
 
 
Getting ReadyGetting ReadyGetting ReadyGetting Ready    
    
1. Supplies: 
 

• Globe 
• Mag Lite 
 

2. Pass out map handouts (no coloring this week).   
 

• Arctic Maps 1–3 (2 pages)―no coloring!  Only to look at. 
• Arctic 1907 historical Map―no coloring on this one!  Only to look at. 

 
 
To StartTo StartTo StartTo Start    
 
1. Explain Key Verse. 
 
2. GEOG'RAPHY, noun [Gr. the earth, and to write, to describe.]  Properly, a 
description of the earth or terrestrial globe, particularly of the divisions of its 
surface, natural and artificial, and of the position of the several countries, 
kingdoms, states, cities, etc.  As a science, geography includes the doctrine or 
knowledge of the astronomical circles or divisions of the sphere, by which the 
relative position of places on the globe may be ascertained, and usually treatises 
of geography contain some account of the inhabitants of the earth, of their 
government, manners, etc., and an account of the principal animals, plants and 
minerals.  (Noah Webster’s 1828) 

 
3. CARTOGRAPHY is the science or art of making maps.  (M-W.com)  
Cartographers are mapmakers. 

 
 



Geography 
        
LessonLessonLessonLesson 
 
We’ll all come together into Robyn’s classroom so Robyn can do the demonstration 
showing how the Sun rises and sets. 
 

• How the Sun rises and sets where we live, at different times of year. 

• How the Sun rises, sets, and goes around the sky in the Arctic. 
• Same for Antarctic. 

 
(Then we’ll split into our different classes for looking at maps and learning locations.) 
 
 
DrillDrillDrillDrill    
 
1. North Pole 
2. Arctic Ocean 
3. Barents Sea 
4. Laptev Sea 
5. Greenland Sea 
6. Baffin Bay 

7. East Siberian Sea 
8. Beaufort Sea 
9. Chukchi Sea 
10. Bering Sea 
11. Bering Strait

 
 



Arctic Permafrost Zones



Arctic Ocean with labels
Arctic Shipping Routes



1907 North Pole Regions Map
National Geographic



Geography 

North America Physical: 

Waters 
    

Cycle 4Cycle 4Cycle 4Cycle 4, , , , Week 25Week 25Week 25Week 25    
 

 
Key VerseKey VerseKey VerseKey Verse::::   

The earth is the Lord’s, and all that therein is; the world and they that dwell therein.  
Psalm 24:1 

 
 
Getting ReadyGetting ReadyGetting ReadyGetting Ready    
    
1. Have children sit around their mothers, so they can look at the pictures in 
Exploring the World Through Cartography with her. 
 

2. Pass out map handouts and colored pencils.  (They may trace or color the 
blackline map, but the other maps are for them to look at; they may not color on 
those.) 

 

• North America Relief map (Cartography book) 
• North America Physical blackline map 

 
 
To StartTo StartTo StartTo Start    
 
1. Review Key Verse. 

 
2. GEOG'RAPHY, noun [Gr. the earth, and to write, to describe.]  Properly, a 
description of the earth or terrestrial globe, particularly of the divisions of its 
surface, natural and artificial, and of the position of the several countries, 
kingdoms, states, cities, etc.  As a science, geography includes the doctrine or 
knowledge of the astronomical circles or divisions of the sphere, by which the 
relative position of places on the globe may be ascertained, and usually treatises 
of geography contain some account of the inhabitants of the earth, of their 
government, manners, etc., and an account of the principal animals, plants and 
minerals.  (Noah Webster’s 1828) 

 
3. CARTOGRAPHY is the science or art of making maps.  (M-W.com) 

 
 



Geography 

DrillDrillDrillDrill 
 
1. Mississippi River 
2. Great Lakes 
3. Gulf of Mexico 
4. Hudson Bay 
5. Rio Grande River 
6. Red River 

7. Colorado River 
8. Snake River 
9. Arkansas River 
10. Missouri River 
11. St. Lawrence River

 
 
North America PhysicalNorth America PhysicalNorth America PhysicalNorth America Physical 
 
Turn to Cartography pp. 20-21.  Questions to ask: 
 

• Look at the colors (browns & greens); how are they different in this photograph 
than the map on page 24?  (Page 24 is a relief map!) 

• What do you notice about the colors?  What are you seeing in these colors?  (tan 
= desert/arid; green = trees; blue = water; white = ice/snow.) 

• How are the shapes different from the map on page 24? 

• Now compare your handout maps―the color one (p. 24) and the blackline one.  
Look at the size of Greenland and Canada; what do you see?  (the blackline map 
is much more accurate, but the color one has the lines of longitude running 
straight up, as if the world were not round―major distortion as you get closer to 
the North Pole.) 

 
 
FindFindFindFind    
    
Look at North America Relief & blackline maps (Cartography pp. 24).  Let’s explore  
 
1. Arctic Ocean 
2. Atlantic Ocean 
3. Pacific Ocean 
4. Caribbean Sea 
5. Bering Sea 

6. Gulf of St. Lawrence 
7. Yukon River 
8. Gulf of Alaska 
9. Gulf of California

    
    
Drill AgainDrill AgainDrill AgainDrill Again 
 
1. Mississippi River 
2. Great Lakes 
3. Gulf of Mexico 
4. Hudson Bay 
5. Rio Grande River 
6. Red River 

7. Colorado River 
8. Snake River 
9. Arkansas River 
10. Missouri River 
11. St. Lawrence River

 







Geography 

North America Physical: 

Lands 
    

Cycle 4Cycle 4Cycle 4Cycle 4, , , , Week 26Week 26Week 26Week 26    
 

 
Key VerseKey VerseKey VerseKey Verse::::   

The earth is the Lord’s, and all that therein is; the world and they that dwell therein.  
Psalm 24:1 

 
 
Getting ReadyGetting ReadyGetting ReadyGetting Ready    
    
1. Have children sit around their mothers, so they can look at the pictures in 
Exploring the World Through Cartography with her. 
 

2. Pass out map handouts and colored pencils.  (They may trace or color the 
blackline map, but the other maps are for them to look at; they may not color on 
those.) 

 

• North America Relief (Cartography book) 
• North America Physical blackline map 
• US Physical Map (Cartography book) 

 
 
To StartTo StartTo StartTo Start    
 
1. Review Key Verse. 

 
2. GEOG'RAPHY, noun [Gr. the earth, and to write, to describe.]  Properly, a 
description of the earth or terrestrial globe, particularly of the divisions of its 
surface, natural and artificial, and of the position of the several countries, 
kingdoms, states, cities, etc.  As a science, geography includes the doctrine or 
knowledge of the astronomical circles or divisions of the sphere, by which the 
relative position of places on the globe may be ascertained, and usually treatises 
of geography contain some account of the inhabitants of the earth, of their 
government, manners, etc., and an account of the principal animals, plants and 
minerals.  (Noah Webster’s 1828) 

 
3. CARTOGRAPHY is the science or art of making maps.  (M-W.com) 

 
 



Geography 

DrillDrillDrillDrill 
 
1. Rocky Mountains 
2. Appalachian Mountains 
3. Grand Canyon 
4. Yucatan Peninsula 
5. Isthmus of Panama 

6. Greenland 
7. Ozark Mountains 
8. Great Plains 
9. Great Basin & Great Salt Lake 
10. Mt. McKinley (Mt. Denali)

 
 
DiscoverDiscoverDiscoverDiscover 
 
Turn to Cartography pp. 20-21.  Questions to ask: 
 
1. Review of Relief Map vs. actual colors of lands (as seen in photographs). 
2. Where is the United States on these maps/pictures? 
3. Where are the Appalachian Mountains?  Where were the 13 original colonies?  
(See also 13 Colonies map.)  Why did they stop where they did?  (Appalachian 
Mountains create a natural barrier.) 

4. Where is the Mississippi River?  Where was the Louisiana Purchase?  (See also 13 
Colonies map.)  Why did it have that funny border?  (Mississippi River creates a 
barrier.)   

5. Where are the Rocky Mountains? 
6. Which way does each river flow?  Why?  (Because they flow downhill.) 

 
 
FindFindFindFind    
    
Look at all three map handouts (Cartography pp. 24–25). 
 
1. Vancouver Island 
2. Mt. St. Helens 
3. Baja California 
4. Newfoundland 
5. Colorado Plateau 

6. Yellowstone (giant volcano!) 
7. Great Basin & Great Salt Lake 
8. Sierra Nevada Mountains 
(separate California & Nevada) 

9. Aleutian Islands
    
    
Drill AgainDrill AgainDrill AgainDrill Again 
 
1. Rocky Mountains 
2. Appalachian Mountains 
3. Grand Canyon 
4. Yucatan Peninsula 
5. Isthmus of Panama 

6. Greenland 
7. Ozark Mountains 
8. Great Plains 
9. Great Basin & Great Salt Lake 
10. Mt. McKinley (Mt. Denali)

 



 



Geography 

North America 

Major Cities & Political 
    

Cycle 4Cycle 4Cycle 4Cycle 4, , , , Week 27Week 27Week 27Week 27    
 

 
Key VerseKey VerseKey VerseKey Verse::::   

The earth is the Lord’s, and all that therein is; the world and they that dwell therein.  
Psalm 24:1 

 
 
Getting ReadyGetting ReadyGetting ReadyGetting Ready    
    
1. Have children sit around their mothers, so they can look at the pictures in 
Exploring the World Through Cartography with her. 
 

2. Pass out map handouts and colored pencils.  (They may trace or color the 
blackline map, but the other maps are for them to look at; they may not color on 
those.) 

 

• North America Cities & Political 

• North America Cities & Political blackline 
 
 
To StartTo StartTo StartTo Start    
 
1. Review Key Verse. 

 
2. GEOG'RAPHY, noun [Gr. the earth, and to write, to describe.]  Properly, a 
description of the earth or terrestrial globe, particularly of the divisions of its 
surface, natural and artificial, and of the position of the several countries, 
kingdoms, states, cities, etc.  As a science, geography includes the doctrine or 
knowledge of the astronomical circles or divisions of the sphere, by which the 
relative position of places on the globe may be ascertained, and usually treatises 
of geography contain some account of the inhabitants of the earth, of their 
government, manners, etc., and an account of the principal animals, plants and 
minerals.  (Noah Webster’s 1828) 

 
3. CARTOGRAPHY is the science or art of making maps.  (M-W.com) 

 
 



Geography 

DrillDrillDrillDrill 
 
1. United States of America 
2. Washington, D.C. 
3. Canada 
4. Ottawa, Canada 
5. Mexico 
6. Mexico City, Mexico 
7. Guatemala 

8. Belize 
9. El Salvador 
10. Honduras 
11. Nicaragua 
12. Costa Rica 
13. Panama

 
 
DiscoverDiscoverDiscoverDiscover:     Briefly go over Canada & MexicoBriefly go over Canada & MexicoBriefly go over Canada & MexicoBriefly go over Canada & Mexico 
 
1. Turn to Cartography page 26. 

• Ontario 

• Quebec 
• New Brunswick 

• Prince Edward Island 
• Nova Scotia 

• Newfoundland & 
Labrador 

• Manitoba 

• Saskatchewan 

• Alberta 
• British Columbia 

• Northwest Territories 
(territory) 

• Yukon (territory) 

• Nunavut (territory - 1999) 

 
2. Turn to Cartography page 36.  Mexico has 31 states, but they’re not exactly like 
our states (and much smaller!).  These are the two closest to Texas.  (Also shown 
on handout map.)   
 
Texas was originally part of a province of Mexico called Coahuila y Tejas―but 
the Mexican rulers broke their constitutions and laws, and finally attacked the 
Texans, who, fighting back, defeated their attackers, and won their freedom! 

 

• Coahuila

• Chihuahua 
    
    
Drill AgainDrill AgainDrill AgainDrill Again 
 
1. United States of America 
2. Washington, D.C. 
3. Canada 
4. Ottawa, Canada 
5. Mexico 
6. Mexico City, Mexico 
7. Guatemala 

8. Belize 
9. El Salvador 
10. Honduras 
11. Nicaragua 
12. Costa Rica 
13. Panama

 



 



 



Geography 

United States 

Historical 
    

Cycle 4Cycle 4Cycle 4Cycle 4, , , , Week 28Week 28Week 28Week 28    
 

 
Key VerseKey VerseKey VerseKey Verse::::   

The earth is the Lord’s, and all that therein is; the world and they that dwell therein.  
Psalm 24:1 

 
 
Getting ReadyGetting ReadyGetting ReadyGetting Ready    
    
1. Have children sit around their mothers, so they can look at the pictures in 
Exploring the World Through Cartography with her. 
 

2. Pass out map handouts and colored pencils.  (They may trace or color the 
blackline map, but the other maps are for them to look at; they may not color on 
those.) 

 

• 13 Colonies map (Living Books Curriculum) 

• American Colonies Predominant Religions map 
• Louisiana Purchase map 

• United States Physical (Cartography book, from Week 25, for Bahamas) 
 
 
To StartTo StartTo StartTo Start    
 
1. Review Key Verse. 

 
2. GEOG'RAPHY, noun [Gr. the earth, and to write, to describe.]  Properly, a 
description of the earth or terrestrial globe, particularly of the divisions of its 
surface, natural and artificial, and of the position of the several countries, 
kingdoms, states, cities, etc.  As a science, geography includes the doctrine or 
knowledge of the astronomical circles or divisions of the sphere, by which the 
relative position of places on the globe may be ascertained, and usually treatises 
of geography contain some account of the inhabitants of the earth, of their 
government, manners, etc., and an account of the principal animals, plants and 
minerals.  (Noah Webster’s 1828) 

 
3. CARTOGRAPHY is the science or art of making maps.  (M-W.com) 

 
 



Geography 

    HistoricalHistoricalHistoricalHistorical    
 
1. Bahamas―Christopher 
Columbus 

2. Florida 
3. Jamestown (1609) 
4. Cape Cod―Pilgrims (1620) 
5. New Amsterdam/New York 

6. Long Island 
7. 13 Colonies 
8. New Orleans/Mississippi 
River―Louisiana Purchase 

9. Ohio River―Underground 
Railroad/slave states vs. free 
states

    
    
DiscoverDiscoverDiscoverDiscover 
 
1. Florida was the first part of North America to get explored by Europeans; who 
first explored Florida?  (The Spanish―Ponce de Leon, da Vaca (who was the first 
to enter Texas!), and Hernando DeSoto.)  Who were the first to create a 
successful settlement in North America?  The French Huguenots, escaping 
Roman Catholic persecution, established Fort Caroline (near modern day 
Jacksonville) in 1564.  However, the Roman Catholic Spanish saw their 
successful settlement and massacred them (just as the Roman Catholic French 
massacred the Huguenots, back home―note especially the St. Bartholomew’s 
Eve massacre); the Spanish set up their own settlement nearby in St. Augustine. 

2. Why were the first English settlements in North America at Jamestown and Cape 
Cod?  (Good harbors for docking ships, and good land for settling.)  How did 
Jamestown get its name?  (To honor King James I.)  Why did the Pilgrims come to 
America?  (For religious freedom, which King James would not allow.) 

3. New Amsterdam, in New Netherland, was purchased from the Manhattan 
Indians in 1624, for $24.  Who started that colony?  (The Dutch.) 

4. Why were the Europeans able to come to this land, where people were living, 
and settle land?  (The Indians, or Native Americans, did not believe in taking 
dominion over the earth, as God commands us to do.  There is evidence that 
there had been great civilizations in North America, at some time in the 
past―we see that in the Rock Wall in Rockwall, Texas, for example!  But these 
people did not keep any written records that we know of, so we do not know 
much about them, or how their civilization fell.  When the Europeans arrived, the 
Indians were scattered into hundreds (thousands?) of different tribes, which did 
not farm, did not build homes or structures, and mostly lived in tents, wandering 
around this huge continent.  They did not have towns, cities, farms, ranches, 
roads, or anything else.  The land was either freely available, or sold by the 
Indians quite cheaply, because they did not value it.) 

5. Where are the Appalachian Mountains?  Where were the 13 original colonies?  
(See also 13 Colonies map.)  Why did they stop where they did?  (Appalachian 
Mountains create a natural barrier.) 

6. You must be able to name the 13 original colonies (and find them on a map). 
7. Characters of the English colonies, as seen in which denomination founded each: 



Geography 

o Massachusetts―Congregational (like Baptist, just without believer’s 
baptism) 

o Virginia―Church of England (Anglican/Episcopalian) 
o Pennsylvania―William Penn founded, for religious liberty 
o Almost entirely settled by Protestant Reformed (Calvinist) Christians, or 
people professing that religion 

o See Predominant Religions map. 
8. Where is the Mississippi River?  Boundaries of the Louisiana Purchase:  
Mississippi River was the Eastern border, and the Southern and Western borders 
were defined thusly: This line followed the Sabine River from the Gulf of Mexico 
to the parallel of 32° N; ran thence due north to the Red River, following this 
stream to the meridian 100° W; thence north to the Arkansas River and along 
this stream to its source; thence north or south, as the case might be (the source 
of the Arkansas was not then known), to the parallel of 42° N and west along 
this line to the Pacific Ocean. 

9. As Abolitionism gained political momentum, it came to be that the states north 
of the Ohio River did not allow slavery, and the states south of it, did. 

    
    
Drill AgainDrill AgainDrill AgainDrill Again 
 
1. Bahamas―Christopher 
Columbus 

2. Florida 
3. Jamestown (1609) 
4. Cape Cod―Pilgrims (1620) 
5. New Amsterdam/New York 

6. Long Island 
7. 13 Colonies 
8. New Orleans/Mississippi 
River―Louisiana Purchase 

9. Ohio River―Underground 
Railroad/slave states vs. free 
states

 
 
 









Geography 

United States 

States 
    

Cycle 4Cycle 4Cycle 4Cycle 4, , , , Week 29Week 29Week 29Week 29    
 

 
Key VerseKey VerseKey VerseKey Verse::::   

The earth is the Lord’s, and all that therein is; the world and they that dwell therein.  
Psalm 24:1 

 
 
Getting ReadyGetting ReadyGetting ReadyGetting Ready    
    
1. Have children sit around their mothers, so they can look at the pictures in 
Exploring the World Through Cartography with her. 
 

2. Pass out map handouts and colored pencils.  (They may trace or color the 
blackline map, but the other maps are for them to look at; they may not color on 
those.) 

 

• United States: States & Capitals map 
 
 
To StartTo StartTo StartTo Start    
 
1. Review Key Verse. 

 
2. GEOG'RAPHY, noun [Gr. the earth, and to write, to describe.]  Properly, a 
description of the earth or terrestrial globe, particularly of the divisions of its 
surface, natural and artificial, and of the position of the several countries, 
kingdoms, states, cities, etc.  As a science, geography includes the doctrine or 
knowledge of the astronomical circles or divisions of the sphere, by which the 
relative position of places on the globe may be ascertained, and usually treatises 
of geography contain some account of the inhabitants of the earth, of their 
government, manners, etc., and an account of the principal animals, plants and 
minerals.  (Noah Webster’s 1828) 

 
3. CARTOGRAPHY is the science or art of making maps.  (M-W.com) 

 
 
        



Geography 

United StatesUnited StatesUnited StatesUnited States 
 
Turn to Cartography page 30.  Go over states & capitals, by region.  In these 30 
minutes, try to help the children learn all 50 states, as well as possible.   
 
A. 13 Original Colonies 
 

1. New Hampshire 
2. Massachusetts 
3. Rhode Island 
4. Connecticut 
5. New York 
6. New Jersey 
7. Pennsylvania 

8. Delaware 
9. Maryland 
10. Virginia 
11. North Carolina 
12. South Carolina 
13. Georgia 

 
B. Eastern & Southern States 
 

1. Maine 
2. Vermont 
3. Kentucky 
4. Tennessee 
5. Alabama 

6. Mississippi 
7. Florida 
8. Louisiana 
9. Arkansas 

 
C. Midwestern States 

 
1. West Virginia 
2. Ohio 
3. Indiana 
4. Illinois 
5. Michigan 

6. Wisconsin 
7. Missouri 
8. Iowa 
9. Minnesota 

 
D. Our row of states (right in the middle) & Hawaii & Alaska 

 
1. Texas 
2. Oklahoma 
3. Kansas 
4. Nebraska 

5. South Dakota 
6. North Dakota  
7. Hawaii 
8. Alaska 

 
E. Western States 

 
1. Montana 
2. Idaho 
3. Washington  
4. Oregon 
5. California 
6. Nevada 

7. Arizona 
8. New Mexico 
9. Colorado 
10. Wyoming 
11. Utah



 



Geography 

Texas 
    

Cycle 4Cycle 4Cycle 4Cycle 4, , , , Week 30Week 30Week 30Week 30    
 

 
Key VerseKey VerseKey VerseKey Verse::::   

The earth is the Lord’s, and all that therein is; the world and they that dwell therein.  
Psalm 24:1 

 
 
Getting ReadyGetting ReadyGetting ReadyGetting Ready    
 
1. Pass out map handouts and colored pencils.  (They may trace or color the 
blackline map, but the other maps are for them to look at; they may not color on 
those.) 

 

• Texas Historical map 

• Texas Regions  blackline map 
 
 
To StartTo StartTo StartTo Start    
 
1. Review Key Verse. 

 
2. GEOG'RAPHY, noun [Gr. the earth, and to write, to describe.]  Properly, a 
description of the earth or terrestrial globe, particularly of the divisions of its 
surface, natural and artificial, and of the position of the several countries, 
kingdoms, states, cities, etc.  As a science, geography includes the doctrine or 
knowledge of the astronomical circles or divisions of the sphere, by which the 
relative position of places on the globe may be ascertained, and usually treatises 
of geography contain some account of the inhabitants of the earth, of their 
government, manners, etc., and an account of the principal animals, plants and 
minerals.  (Noah Webster’s 1828) 

 
3. CARTOGRAPHY is the science or art of making maps.  (M-W.com) 

 
 



Geography 

DrillDrillDrillDrill 
 
1. Prairies & lakes region 
2. Pineywoods 
3. Hill Country 
4. Panhandle Plains 
5. Gulf Coast 
6. South Texas Plains 
7. Big Bend Country 

8. The Alamo (San Antonio, the 
Bexar―all right there together) 

9. Barrier islands―our gulf coast is 
lined with them, giving us a 
great coast! 

10. Fannin County 
11. Bonham 

 
 
DiscoverDiscoverDiscoverDiscover 
 
1. Where is Texas on the North America relief map? 
2. Why is Texas shaped like it is?  How much of Texas’ boundary is based on natural 
boundaries, and how much is artificial?  (Red River, Rio Grande, Sabine River are 
natural boundaries with OK, Mexico, & LA.)   

3. Recommendation:  Jeff Young’s Christian History of Texas class lectures; they are 
wonderful!!―Sermon Audio:  
https://www.sermonaudio.com/search.asp?sourceOnly=true&currSection=sermo
nssource&keyword=grbcbonham&subsetcat=series&subsetitem=Christian+Histo
ry+of+Texas 

4. Look at Texas Historical map for history tidbits.    
    
    
FindFindFindFind    
 
1. Honey Grove 
2. Leonard 
3. Bells 
4. Dallas 
5. Fort Worth 

6. Austin 
7. Houston 
8. Tyler 
9. Etc. 

    
    
Drill AgainDrill AgainDrill AgainDrill Again 
 
1. Prairies & lakes region 
2. Pineywoods 
3. Hill Country 
4. Panhandle Plains 
5. Gulf Coast 
6. South Texas Plains 
7. Big Bend Country 

8. The Alamo (San Antonio, the 
Bexar―all right there together) 

9. Barrier islands―our gulf coast is 
lined with them, giving us a 
great coast! 

10. Fannin County 
11. Bonham 

 
 
 






